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To Alvin and Jessi, for time lost.



The road to hell is paved with good intentions.
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Abstract

Robotic automation has been a part of state-of-the-art manufacturing for many
decades. Robotic manipulators are used for such tasks as welding, painting, pick
and place tasks etc. Robotic manipulators are quite flexible and adaptable to new
tasks, but a typical robot-based production cell requires extensive specification of
the robot motion and construction of tools and fixtures for material handling. This
incurs a large effort both in time and monetary expenses. The task of a vision
system in this setting is to simplify the control and guidance of the robot and to
reduce the need for supporting material handling machinery.

This dissertation examines performance and properties of the current state-of-
the-art local features within the setting of object pose estimation. This is done
through an extensive set of experiments replicating various potential problems
to which a vision system in a robotic cell could be subjected. The dissertation
presents new local features which are shown to increase the performance of ob-
ject pose estimation. A new local descriptor details how to use log-polar sampled
image patches for truly rotational invariant matching. This representation is also
extended to use a scale-space interest point detector which in turn makes it very
competitive in our experiments. A number of variations of already available de-
scriptors are constructed resulting in new and competitive features, among them
a scale-space based Patch-duplet.

In this dissertation a successful vision-based object pose estimation system is
extended for multi-cue integration, yielding increased robustness and accuracy.
Robustness is increased through algorithmic multi-cue integration, combining the
individual strengths of multiple local features. Increased accuracy is achieved
by utilizing manipulator movement and applying temporal multi-cue integration.
This is implemented using a real flexible robotic manipulator arm.

Besides work done on local features for ordinary image data a number of local
features for range data has also been developed. This dissertation describes the
theory behind and the application of the scene tensor to the problem of object
pose estimation. The scene tensor is a fourth order tensor representation using
projective geometry. It is shown how to use the scene tensor as a detector as
well as how to apply it to the task of object pose estimation. The object pose
estimation system is extended to work with 3D data.

A novel way of handling sampling of range data when constructing a detector
is discussed. A volume rasterization method is presented and the classic Harris
detector is adapted to it. Finally, a novel region detector, called Maximally Robust
Range Regions, is presented. All developed detectors are compared in a detector
repeatability test.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Robotbaserad automation har varit en del av modern tillverkning i m̊anga år-
tionden. Industriella robotarmar används inom ett stort spann av uppgifter s̊a
som svetsning, m̊alning samt matning av bearbetningsmaskiner. Industriella rob-
otarmar är tämligen flexibla, lätta att ställa om till nya uppgifter, men en typisk
robotbaserad productionscell kräver omfattance specificering av robotens rörelse
samt konstruktion av specifika verktyg och fixturer för hantering av det gods som
ska bearbetas. Detta resulterar i stora kostnader samt tids̊atg̊ang. Ett kamerasys-
tem för automatisk bildanalys kan förenkla styrningen av roboten och reducera
behovet av dyra och specifika maskiner i robotcellen.

Denna avhandling utforskar prestanda och egenskaper för sk bildsärdrag som
kan användas för att hitta ett objekts fysiska läge fr̊an bilddata. Avhandlingen
presenterar nya bildsärdrag och visar att dessa leder till ökad prestanda. Ett antal
förbättrade variationer av tidigare kända särdrag har ocks̊a skapats. Förutom
arbetet med särdrag för vanliga kamerabilder har ett antal särdrag för 3D-bilder
fr̊an avst̊andskameror utvecklats. Utvärderingar görs genom en stor uppsättning
experiment som försöker kopiera de olika typer av potentiella problem som ett
kamerasystem i en robotcell kan ställas inför.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and projects

The material presented in this dissertation is the result of work mainly performed
within two research groups and sponsored by the EC-funded VISATEC1 project,
the preRunners project and the SICK-funded 3D vision project.

1.1.1 VISATEC

Some of the goals of the VISATEC project are, according to the project web
page [162]:

• Developing and using novel representation schemes

Adequate representations of multi-dimensional images will be devel-
oped which are information preserving, sparse, task-adaptive, enable
linear operations, and allow multi cue integration. Both the image
transformations and the basic neural computations should consist to a
large extent of linear operations feeding forward image data to more
and more abstract representations but gain non-linearity by feedback of
task-related responses from higher levels. The architecture should use
declarative and procedural descriptions in a common framework which
must be forwarded uniformly between several levels of an abstraction
hierarchy. A priori and a posteriori knowledge is represented to a large
extent in form of constraints concerning the structure and learning-
rules of neural networks.

• Developing novel approaches of multi cue integration

Adaptivity to the task and the environment, robustness, as well as ef-
fciency are jointly based on multi cue integration. The cues originate

1VISATEC is an abbreviation for Vision-based Integrated Systems Adaptive to Task and
Enviroment with Cognitive abilities.
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from several images of distributed cameras, from distributed local fea-
tures in images, and additionally from state features of the underlying
(possibly active) cameras. Several types of cues organised in several
layers of an abstraction hierarchy should be integrated within a neural
network architecture by taking the novel representation schemes into
account. Accordingly, the network structure must represent inter- and
intra-image linkages and image-effector linkages, and must couple in-
put and response information from images (or image sequences), e.g.
signal data and geometric data, at different levels of abstraction.

The consortium also decided to apply whatever techniques that were developed
within the project to a real situation. The goal for the demonstrator was decided
to be to develop a robotic manipulator cell for automation that is easy to use
and install at different sites. Furthermore the system should be able to perform a
number of different tasks with an as small amount of tweaking as possible and it
should use visual input. The contract stated that methods for higher dimensional
signals, i.e. in this case range data, should be explored. The consortium later
agreed however, that the range sensors should not be used in the final demonstrator
setup.

1.1.2 preRunners

The goal of the preRunners project was to develop a robotic system which would
travel through hostile terrain scouting for changes in the surroundings. The real
life scenario included the system running through 1-100 kilometers of terrain, stor-
ing data on the surroundings to be able to detect changes the next time the system
passed along roughly the same route from either direction. The preRunners project
was thus charged with the task of developing techniques to store details from mas-
sive amounts of 3D data. Most of the budget for the project went into developing
the physical system including low level control systems and path planning. The
part of the project for visual inspection and warning was only a pilot study of
relevant techniques and ideas. This dissertation covers only a small part of the
visual inspection; the detector developed in the project.

1.1.3 SICK

The SICK-funded 3D vision project was geared towards robotic vision and thus in
a sense was a continuation of the VISATEC project. Since there are many ways
of doing pose estimation from images and from range data, and given the success
of 2D feature based methods in the VISATEC project it was decided that the 3D
vision project should focus on finding answers to these questions:

• What is the achievable performance of feature based pose estimation sys-
tems?

• Will feature based methods work for 3D range data?
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Problems connected to the feature based methods and 3D range data concerns
issues such as missing data from self occlusion and available detectors and descrip-
tors.

In conclusion, this dissertation focuses on local interest point detectors and
local descriptors mostly in the setting of pose estimation.

1.2 Outline of the dissertation

1.2.1 Part I: Background and context

The dissertation starts in Chapter 2 with a brief and general look at the vision
problem and what has already been learned from biology and from previous re-
search. In Chapter 3 previous research directly related to the contents of this
dissertation is surveyed. There are some examples of detectors and descriptors to
guide a new reader into the subject. The examples describe standard techniques
from the research field and are given in a summary fashion. Chapter 4 presents
a pose estimation framework which is used in many of the included publications
and extended in some. In Chapter 5 the original work of this dissertation is sum-
marized. The first part ends with concluding remarks in Chapter 6.

1.2.2 Part II: Included publications

Reprint and preprint versions of six publications are included in Part II. A sev-
enth, unpublished paper, is also included. The full details and abstract of the
papers are summarized below. All publications but Paper G have, at least in a
previous version, been fully peer-reviewed, most blind but some also double-blind,
before acceptance for publication. The contribution statements refer to the specific
contributions of this author.

Paper A: A Local Single-Patch Feature for Pose Estimation Using the
Log-Polar Transform

Paper A is a revised version of:

F. Vikstén and A. Moe. Local single-patch features for pose estimation
using the log-polar transform. In 2nd Iberian Conference on Pattern
Recognition and Image Analysis, pages 44–51, Estoril, Portugal, June
2005. IAPR. Single column.

which has also previously appeared in:

F. Vikstén. Methods for vision-based robotic automation. Lic. The-
sis LiU-Tek-Lic-2005:16, Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581 83
Linköping, Sweden, April 2005. Thesis No. 1161, ISBN 91-85299-37-5.

Abstract: This paper presents a local image feature, based on the log-polar
transform which together with the Fourier transform enables feature matching in-
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variant to orientation and scale changes. It is shown that this feature can be used
for pose estimation of 3D objects with unknown pose, with cluttered background
and with occlusion. The proposed method is compared to a previously published
one and the new feature is found to be about as good or better as the old one for
this task.

Contribution: The contributions are the idea, implementing the major part of
the algorithm, performing the experiments and writing the text.

Paper B: Increasing Pose Estimation Performance using Multi-cue In-
tegration

F. Vikstén, R. Söderberg, K. Nordberg, and C. Perwass. Increasing
pose estimation performance using multi-cue integration. In Interna-
tional Conference on Robotics and Automation, pages 3760–3767, Or-
lando, Florida, USA, May 2006. IEEE. Double column.

with parts previously available in:

F. Vikstén. Methods for vision-based robotic automation. Lic. The-
sis LiU-Tek-Lic-2005:16, Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581 83
Linköping, Sweden, April 2005. Thesis No. 1161, ISBN 91-85299-37-5.

Abstract: We have developed a system which integrates the information output
from several pose estimation algorithms and from several views of the scene. It
is tested in a real setup with a robotic manipulator. It is shown that integrating
pose estimates from several algorithms increases the overall performance of the
pose estimation accuracy as well as the robustness as compared to using only a
single algorithm. It is shown that increased robustness can be achieved by using
pose estimation algorithms based on complementary features, so called algorithmic
multi-cue integration (AMC). Furthermore it is also shown that increased accu-
racy can be achieved by integrating pose estimation results from different views
of the scene, so-called temporal multi-cue integration (TMC). Temporal multi-cue
integration is the most interesting aspect of this paper.

Contribution: The main contributions of the paper are equally divided between
the two first authors, including writing the text.

Paper C: A Local Geometry-Based Descriptor for 3D Data Applied to
Object Pose Estimation

F. Viksten and K. Nordberg. A local geometry-based descriptor for
3D data applied to object pose estimation. Submitted to Journal, June
2010.

with parts previously available in:
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F. Vikstén and K. Nordberg. A geometry-based local descriptor for
range data. In Proceedings of Digital Image Computing: Techniques
and Applications (DICTA), pages 210–217, Adelaide, Australia, De-
cember 2007. Double column.

and

F. Vikstén. Methods for vision-based robotic automation. Lic. The-
sis LiU-Tek-Lic-2005:16, Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581 83
Linköping, Sweden, April 2005. Thesis No. 1161, ISBN 91-85299-37-5.

Abstract: A local descriptor for 3D data, the scene tensor, is presented together
with novel applications. It can describe multiple planar segments in a local 3D
region; for the case of up to three segments it is possible to recover the geometry
of the local region in terms of the size, position and orientation of each of the
segments from the descriptor. In the setting of range data, this property makes
the descriptor unique compared to other popular local descriptors, such as spin
images or point signatures. The estimation of the descriptor can be based on 3D
orientation tensors that, for example, can be computed directly from surface nor-
mals but the representation itself does not depend on a specific estimation method
and can also be applied to other types of 3D data, such as motion stereo. A se-
ries of experiments on both real and synthetic range data show that the proposed
representation can be used as a interest point detector with high repeatability.
Further, the experiments show that, at such detected points, the local geometric
structure can be robustly recovered, even in the presence of noise. Last we expand
a framework for object pose estimation, based on the scene tensor and previously
applied successfully on 2D image data, to work also on range data. Pose estima-
tion from real range data shows that there are advantages over similar descriptors
in 2D and that use of range data gives superior performance.

Contribution: The work is based on an idea by Klas Nordberg. The contribu-
tions consist of co-developing parts of the theory and implementing the concept.
This includes extraction of the feature contents, interest point detection, adapta-
tion of the feature to handle object pose estimation, object pose vote adjustment,
generation of input data, setup of experiments and evaluation of results (mainly
Sections 6-13 and Appendix). Contributed about half of the text.

Paper D: Point-of-Interest Detection for Range Data

F. Viksten, K. Nordberg, and M. Kalms. Point-of-interest detection for
range data. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Pattern
Recognition (ICPR), pages 1 – 4, Tampa, USA, December 2008. Double
column.

Abstract: Point-of-interest detection is a way of reducing the amount of data
that needs to be processed in a certain application and is widely used in 2D image
analysis. In 2D image analysis, point-of-interest detection is usually related to
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extraction of local descriptors for object recognition, classification, registration or
pose estimation. In analysis of range data however, some local descriptors have
been published in the last decade or so, but most of them do not mention any
kind of point-of-interest detection. We here show how to use an extended Harris
detector on range data and discuss variants of the Harris measure. All described
variants of the Harris detector for 3D should also be usable in medical image anal-
ysis, but we focus on the range data case. We do present a performance evaluation
of the described variants of the Harris detector on range data.

Contribution: Contributions consist of the idea, the detector implementation,
verification of the concept, implementing parts of the DDA generalization and
writing the full text.

Paper E: Local Image Descriptors for Full 6 Degree-of-Freedom Object
Pose Estimation and Recognition

F. Viksten, P.-E. Forssén, B. Johansson, and A. Moe. Local image de-
scriptors for full 6 degree-of-freedom object pose estimation and recog-
nition. Submitted to Journal, June 2010.

with parts previously available in:

F. Viksten, P.-E. Forssén, B. Johansson, and A. Moe. Comparison of
local image descriptors for full 6 degree-of-freedom pose estimation. In
International Conference on Robotics and Automation, pages 2779 –
2786, Kobe, Japan, May 2009. IEEE. Double column.

Abstract: Recent years have seen advances in the estimation of full 6 degree-
of-freedom object pose from a single 2D image. These advances have often been
presented as a result of, or together with, a new local image feature type. This pa-
per examines how the pose accuracy and recognition robustness for such a system
varies with choice of feature type. This is done by evaluating a full 6 degree-of-
freedom pose estimation system for 17 different combinations of local descriptors
and detectors. The evaluation is done on data sets with photos of challenging 3D
objects with simple and complex backgrounds and varying illumination conditions.
We examine the performance of the system under varying levels of object occlu-
sion and we find that many features allow considerable object occlusion. From
the experiments we can conclude that duplet features, that use pairs of interest
points, improve pose estimation accuracy, compared to single point features. In-
terestingly, we can also show that many features previously used for recognition
and wide-baseline stereo are unsuitable for pose estimation, one notable example
are the affine covariant features that have been proven quite successful in other
applications. The data sets and their ground truths are available on the web to
allow future comparison with novel algorithms.
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Contribution: The contributions are two new methods and the implementation
of three of the 14 methods described in this comparison paper. Furthermore,
development the code to evaluate the various methods and writing most of the
text. An additional contribution is the data set, made openly available as part of
the publication.

Paper F: Object Pose Estimation using Variants of Patch-Duplet and
SIFT Descriptors

F. Viksten. Object pose estimation using variants of Patch-duplet
and SIFT descriptors. Technical Report LiTH-ISY-R-2950, Dept. EE,
Linköping University, SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden, April 2010.

which is a revised version of:

F. Viksten. Object pose estimation using Patch-duplet/SIFT hybrids.
In IAPR Conference on Machine Vision Applications, pages 134–137,
Keio University, Yokohama, Japan, May 2009. IAPR. Double column.

and parts previously available in:

F. Vikstén. Some studies on SIFT. In Proceedings SSBA’08 Sympo-
sium on Image Analysis, Lund, March 2008. SSBA.

Abstract: Recent years have seen a lot of work on local descriptors. In all
published comparisons or evaluations, the now quite well-known SIFT-descriptor
has been one of the top performers. For the application of object pose estimation,
one comparison showed a local descriptor, called the Patch-duplet, of equal or
better performance than SIFT. This paper examines different properties of those
two descriptors by constructing and evaluating hybrids of them. We also extend
upon the object pose estimation experiments of the original Patch-duplet paper.
All tests use real images. We also show what impact camera calibration and image
rectification has on an application such as object pose estimation. A new feature
based on the Patch-duplet descriptor and the DoG detector emerges as the feature
of choice under illuminiation changes in a real world application.

Contribution: The contribution of the paper is the development of hybrid
versions of the SIFT and Patch-duplet features as well as the experiments.

Paper G: Maximally Robust Range Regions

F. Viksten and P.-E. Forssén. Maximally robust range regions. Techni-
cal Report LiTH-ISY-R-2961, Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581
83 Linköping, Sweden, June 2010.

Abstract: In this work we present a region detector, an adaptation to range
data of the popular Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) region detector.
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We call this new detector Maximally Robust Range Regions (MRRR). We apply
the new detector to real range data captured by a commercially available laser
range camera. Using this data we evaluate the repeatability of the new detector
and compare it to some other recently published detectors. The presented detector
shows a repeatability which is better or the same as the best of the other detec-
tors. The MRRR detector also offers additional data on the detected regions. The
additional data could be crucial in applications such as registration or recognition.

Contribution: Extention of the MSER region detector to run on range data,
performing the experiments and writing half of the text.

Other publications

This is a list of related but not included publications by the author.

K. Nordberg and F. Vikstén. Estimation of a tensor representation for
geometrical 3D primitives based on motion stereo. In E. Bengtsson
and M. Eriksson, editors, Proceedings SSBA’04 Symposium on Image
Analysis, pages 13–16, Uppsala, March 2004. SSBA.

K. Nordberg and F. Vikstén. Motion based estimation and represen-
tation of 3D surfaces and boundaries. In International Workshop on
Complex Motion (IWCM), Günzburg, Germany, October 2004.

F. Vikstén. Duplet-based local descriptors for full 3D pose estimation.
Technical Report LiTH-ISY-R-2923, Dept. EE, Linköping University,
SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden, January 2008.

F. Vikstén and R. Söderberg. The 2D scene-tensor as local descrip-
tor for full 3D pose estimation. Technical Report LiTH-ISY-R-2924,
Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden, Febru-
ary 2008.

K. Nordberg and F. Viksten. A local geometry-based descriptor for
3D data - addendum on rank and segment extraction. Technical Re-
port LiTH-ISY-R-2951, Dept. EE, Linköping University, SE-581 83
Linköping, Sweden, May 2010. http://www.isy.liu.se/ viksten/output.html.
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Background and Context





Chapter 2

Vision in Artificial Systems

2.1 Introduction

Computer vision and image processing is still in its cradle and many problems
which seem very basic from a human point of view await robust and reliable
solutions. Working on machine vision in the automation industry, quite often one
finds that people in the industry who use machine vision can have one of two
quite opposing views. They either tend to think about vision as something very
basic and therefore very simple. These people can give you comments such as
“but it’s there, can’t the system just pick it up?”. On the other side of the quite
binary spectrum you often find people saying things as “naah that’s not gonna
work, vision never does”. The second group quite often has had quite a lot of bad
experiences from vision systems in the 1980’s, but who is “correct”?

2.2 A paradox

Computer vision as it turns out, is strongly related to robotics and artificial in-
telligence. The initial assumption in these fields, analogous to people in the first
group above, was that the process of sensorimotor skills was a simple one and that
the real problem would be in the area of symbolic manipulation, i.e. reasoning.
This has been discovered to be wrong and in fact to be the other way around. It
is known as Moravec’s paradox [102]. One reason for this common misconception
is that vision is a pre-conscious process in our brains, i.e. we only notice the result
of the “vision black box” in our conscious mind and therefore assume that it is an
easy problem.

2.3 The only really-working vision systems

The situation today is that most biological systems are much better at vision re-
lated tasks than the most sophisticated man-made systems. For instance it has
been discovered that the bottom up task of object recognition can be handled as
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fast as in 150ms by our brains [141], a feat still far in the future for a comput-
ing machine of equal mass and energy consumption. There are many important
differences in computing hardware, but there is nevertheless much effort put into
studying biological systems to try to learn how to adapt what they do to silicon-
based machines. The field of research on biological vision is outside the scope of
this dissertation but it is relevant to know that this field has had and still has a
continuous influence on the field of computer vision.

2.4 Artificial vision

2.4.1 Asking the right question

It is often said that the problem of vision is an inverse and ill-posed problem. An
example of an inverse problem is the reconstruction of a 3D model from 2D images.
It is generally not possible to reconstruct the 3D model from one 2D image, i.e.
being ill-posed means that the question might be “wrong” in the way that it is
not answerable. Traditionally there has been a lot of effort to keep well-organized
information, such as 3D models, of the world in memory and then from images try
to reconstruct a 3D model from input data to enable comparison between memory
and world.

2.4.2 Active vision

In 1990, Rodney Brooks proposed that reconstructing models of the world was
trying to solve the wrong problem. In [14] he proposed the Physical Grounding
Hypothesis. The Physical Grounding Hypothesis states that “the world is its own
best model”. The world should thus be used as memory as far as it can since it
will be the most up-to-date and accurate model of itself anyhow. The hypothesis
resulted in the subsumption architecture [14]. This led to the paradigm of active
vision, which states that the goal of vision should be the generation of actions. In
essence this put a lot of focus on signal processing in robotic vision and pushed
symbol manipulation to a much higher and abstract level of a robotic vision system.
To achieve “active vision”, a robotic system probably needs to be embodied [55],
i.e. be put into a physical robot that can take some kind of action, most commonly
movement and manipulation of the external world.

2.4.3 Learning and Cognitive vision

After some years of focusing on active vision, the vision research community started
moving towards cognitive vision. Cognitive vision is often focused on generating
knowledge from perception and learning. As a robotic vision system grows in
complexity it gets increasingly difficult for a programmer to specify all possible
properties, situations and outcomes and the problem thus becomes how to build a
general system which can learn these aspects. This is what is meant by knowledge
in a cognitive system. Learning is a very crucial component of cognitive systems
since cognition is not a passive process. A cognitive robot vision system needs to
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be embodied and embedded in the world so that it can interact with it and learn.
In such an embodied system, perception is active in the sense that the system can
use movement to interact with the environment. The changes in viewing position
which can be observed by the perception system gives rise to a massive input of
data. Clearly some kind of data compression or selection process to find relevant
data is needed.

2.5 Information representation in vision

The problem of making an artificial system which will be able to generalize knowl-
edge is all about finding good ways to store and process information on all levels
of the systems architecture. Generalization of knowledge can be exemplified by;
a system learns to localize and hit blue balls, localize and point at green boxes
as well as localize and pick up red shoes. If the same system then also can infer
how to localize and point at blue shoes without outside help or additional training
it can in some sense generalize knowledge. Such generalizations seems to still be
a way further off in the future and as a topic is a very large scope which is not
covered here. In this dissertation we instead focus on representations of visual
information. From a system point of view these representations can be considered
as low-level but from a vision point of view they are characterized as medium level.

2.5.1 Biological connection

The only vision systems in existence that are fast and do work in a robust and
general way when it comes to object recognition are the biological ones. Over 50
years of research in neuropsychology and other physiological areas have been spent
on trying to understand how the visual cortex and the visual system functions
as a whole. Research has been conducted both in higher primates and in other
animals. The field has advanced so much that it now spills over into areas such as
bioinformatics and computer vision. From the massive amount of research there
are some basic facts on how the visual system works that are widely accepted
among visual physiologists. From this set of facts a model called the standard
model, introduced in [117] emerges, see also [116]. The standard model represents
a general consensus regarding the basic architecture of the visual system. It models
how cells in different areas of the brain, starting from simple cells in the primary
visual cortex to complex ones in the inferotemporal cortex and the prefrontal
cortex, process visual information to reach both the invariance and the specificity
needed to perform robust and general object recognition and other visual tasks.

The facts behind the standard model include such things as the need for in-
variance to position and scaling as well as most neurons showing specificity for a
certain object view or lighting condition. It is also known that the human visual
system works as if it used a view-based lookup function when recognizing ob-
jects [38] and that the architecture mainly uses feed forward processing. The facts
are summarized into this list of six mostly accepted properties quoted from [116]:

1. A hierarchical buildup of invariances first to position and scale and then
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to viewpoint and more complex transformations requiring the interpolation
between several different object views.

2. In parallel, an increasing size of the receptive fields.

3. An increasing complexity of the optimal stimuli for the neurons.

4. A basic feedforward processing of information (for “immediate” recognition
tasks).

5. Plasticity and learning probably at all stages and certainly at the level of
inferotemporal cortex.

6. Learning specific to an individual object is not required for scale and position
invariance (over a restricted range).

To express this in computer vision terms low-level information should be1 in-
variant to position and scale. There is a need for more than one training image
if a system should manage light changes. To handle transformations on three-
dimensional (3D) shape more than one view will also be needed for training.

The standard model can be broken down into two parts; the first part referred
to as HMAX2 and pictured in Figure 2.1 is referred to as being view-based. In the
standard model this means mostly low-level signal processing steps building on
simple cells selecting on orientation and then over some layers building complexity
(larger areas predominately having the same response type etc) up to what is ref-
ered to as view-tuned cells. In technical systems this first stage has been modelled
through local processing of combined weighted sums and local maximum opera-
tions. The second part begins with the view-tuned cells and via learning builds
up through object-tuned units to task-related units. Given that this second part
deals with learning it is modelled through such techniques as radial basis function
(RBF) networks.

Although it is not within the scope of this work to dive in to this biological
modelling it is interesting to see how much of the related work on artificial systems
can be thought of as implementing ideas from the standard model. The original
HMAX model has been extended by both the original authors and others [127, 126],
one recent related work on a technical implementation can be found in [103].

2.5.2 Object vs view centered representations

A lot of early work on object recognition by artificial systems used object centered
representations. Object centered models try to describe objects by using higher
level features to provide recognition robustness over all views. Examples of object
centered representations include generalized cones [92] and Geons [10, 11, 12] which
represent objects with volume-based primitives and the relations between those.

1I.e. if caring about copying biological systems.
2The first part was dubbed “Hierarchical Model and X” in some comments on [117] and this

name has remained.
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View-tuned cells

Complex composite
cells (C2)

Composite feature
cells (S2)

Complex cells (C1)

Simple cells (S1)

weighted sum

local max

Figure 2.1: The HMAX part of the standard model. Figure from [117], used with
permission.

The conclusion that an object centered representation is not enough due to occlu-
sion or self occlusion, at least for the Geons, is reached in [12]. This consequently
gives rise to the necessity to store information from a number of characteristic
views.

As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, there are a lot of biological evidence for view
centered representations [56], at least in the lower levels of processing, i.e. HMAX
stage and parts of the second stage in the Standard model. One neurophysiological
study [139] even showed that face sensitive cells found in the anterior inferotempo-
ral cortex which react in a view centered way are actually systematically arranged
such that the locations of cells for neighboring views are found in columns. As
further evidence for view centered representations there is of course all the data
behind the standard model such as [38]. A view centered representation requires
multiple views to represent a 3D object.
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Chapter 3

Local Features in 2D and 3D

This chapter gives a brief overview of the history of research related to object recog-
nition in computer systems. This historic outlook is given as details on research
directly related to the work in this dissertation. Most of what will be described
here are functions which operate on the same level of complexity as the HMAX
stage in the Standard model in Section 2.5.1.

3.1 Basic questions in visual object recognition

Most people probably have an idea of what is meant by visually recognizing an
object. But by asking only a few basic questions it is clear that the problem is not
so well defined, or rather has quite a number of degrees of freedom:

• What do we mean by an object? A car, a wheel, a tire or a rim?

• What constitutes an object class or category? A horse, a mammal, an animal
or a living being?

• Are we looking for a specific object (e.g. your own red Volvo S60) or are we
looking for a red Volvo S60? Maybe just a Volvo S60? A red car or any car?

The last example ranges from recognition of a specific object, through object
instance recognition to recognition of some different classes of objects. By object
instance recognition we mean recognizing one object among many similar ones.

Further we could ask ourselves whether we are looking for:

• A specific pose or view of an object (i.e. is the rotation and location of
importance)?

• A rigid or deformable object?

• A specific articulation (e.g. a person in a specific stance or just a person)?

• A specific expression (e.g. a sad or happy person)?
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When it comes to object class it is pretty easy to conclude that class member-
ship is not only dependent on visual input but also on what actions, such as “sit
here”, can be applied to it, see Figure 3.1 for an example. It is also obvious that
class or category membership is not binary and that one object can belong to a
number of different classes or categories.

Figure 3.1: These are all, at least sold as, chairs. Seriously.

3.2 Interest points, local frames and descriptors

Most of the work found in this dissertation is related to detection of interest points
(IP), estimation of local frames (LF) and extraction of local descriptors (LD). The
combination of the three is most commonly referred to as local features in the
literature. In this dissertation they are however dealt with as three distinct issues.

A number of reasons can be given for performing interest point detection but
IP detection is usually an early processing step and can be seen as:

• a way of discarding information which is not relevant at an early stage

• data compression

• a way of saving processing power, as the alternative is to perform the com-
putations which would follow in all parts of the image [142].

A local frame is a local coordinate system. It can be of some different types,
depending on how many points it is estimated from. If only an image plane
transformation is possible, such as in object pose estimation, a similarity frame
suffices. If there is a need to handle small perspective distortions an affine frame
is needed. Estimation of a local frame is a way of achieving invariance to some
properties and is thus also known as an invariant frame (IF) which will be used
here. Sometimes an invariant frame is referred to as a canonical frame [15] or a
covariant frame [113]. The local invariant frame gives invariance in subsequent
matching by ensuring that the local neighborhood around an IP is sampled in a
repeatable way for descriptor construction.

A local descriptor can be said to be an encoding of some data properties located
in a small region around a chosen point. The simplest form of a local descriptor is
a locally extracted image patch. Most descriptor types encode other information
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of varying level of complexity. The goal of a local descriptor is to be a kind of key
to certain visual stimuli. This key should preferably match to another descriptor
extracted from similar visual stimuli, i.e. it should be robust to some variations in
the underlying image.

3.2.1 Invariance

It can be argued that the more properties a system is invariant to, the fewer
variations of the image are needed for the system to be trained against before it
can recognize similar input. In many applications there is however a need to still
keep some information on the property that the system has achieved invariance to.
One example; rotational invariance within the image plane is desirable to minimize
the matching effort, but to recover the relative orientation the system needs to
retain some information on the orientations of the matched descriptors. It is thus
sometimes more accurate to talk about equivariance rather than invariance but we
will use invariant / invariance since it is almost always used in the literature and
since it usually refers to the matching process itself, not to the total information
recovered by the method.

Geometric invariance

Invariance to translation is straightforward after detection of IPs. To construct
a local frame however, more than one point is needed. In the simplest case for a
2D image the second point can be chosen so that the constructed frame is aligned
with the pixel coordinate system.

Given detection of a (two in 3D) canonical orientation around each IP, or the
connection of two IPs (three in 3D) the alignment of the frame can have a data
driven orientation and thus rotational invariance can be achieved.

Using a combination of two IPs can also give a scaling of the local frame, which
in turn gives scale invariance. Another standard way of achieving scale-invariance
is through a scale-space approach. Changing the distance between camera and
object will, if the resolution is too low, cause details to disappear or make new
properties appear as the number of pixels on an object increases. Scale can thus be
more than a geometric change, it can effectively change the content of the image.
However, given sufficient resolution, the image will not change beyond making the
image of the object smaller or larger. A scale-space is built by smoothing the
signal with successively larger filter kernels and in some implementations, when
the frequency content allows for it, this is followed by downsampling at relevant
iterations. Implemented correctly this creates a pyramid of images representing
the image which might have been captured if the camera was closer to the object
(or zoom of lens was changed). Detection of IPs over this pyramid not only gives
a data driven size of the local frame but may also detect IPs not found by fixed-
sized filter solutions. The initial work on scale-space filtering [163] was later refined
in [86].

A local frame based on position, scale and orientation, which in turn enables
invariance and recovery of a similarity transformation (i.e. translation, scale change
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and rotation) is called a similarity frame. In 2D the rotation invariance is only
true in the image plane but in 3D a rigid transformation recovers full 3D rotation,
thus giving full pose invariance.

There are also methods for achieving affine geometric invariance. This refers
to finding some local property through which a local skew can be estimated in a
robust way. Given this estimation it is possible to add skew invariant sampling to
a local neighborhood. The idea of affine invariance is that 3D objects are never
planar in the large if viewed from a distance. Thus affine invariance works poorly
on non-flat objects under view point changes in a setting such as object pose
estimation. Work on the affine adaptation and rectification process was carried
out in [87] and then later made popular in [96]. Affine frames are mostly interesting
in 2D image analysis.

Illumination invariance

A non-geometric property to which invariance is desirable is illumination. The
image of an object might change quite significantly by varying the type of illumi-
nation, intensity or direction of the light. Illumination changes are the hardest to
be invariant to since they, as mentioned, can change the image content quite signif-
icantly, sometimes even invert the contrast of intensity steps or gradients. Changes
in illumination can be handled in two steps; First, removal of DC-component can
be done by removal of mean or by applying convolution filters which are DC-free.
Removing the DC component of the image is equal to removing a constant offset
in intensity. Second, a normalization of the image by some norm removes inten-
sity scalings. Normalization needs to be performed on a DC-free image to work.
Combining these two methods is said to yield an affine illumination invariance.

Data density invariance

A property that is specific to range data is the varying density of data points in the
sensor viewing direction. The density of points in this direction is directly related
to the angle between sensor viewing direction and the normal of the depicted
surface. The implication is that a slanting surface is sampled more sparsely than
a non-slanting surface. The second way data density does change is with the
distance to the measured surface. Variations in data density has an impact on most
processing steps performed on range data, one example is estimation of surface
normals. There are a number of proposals for how to achieve invariance to this
data property. Among these proposals are weighting of samples as a function of
deviation of the normal from the viewing direction of the sensor. Another proposal
is found in [42], where each point is re-weighted inversely proportional to a local
point density estimate.

3.2.2 Resulting robustnesses

The combination of interest point detection, invariant frame estimation and local
descriptor construction have been shown to give robustness to some problems in
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object detection, recognition and pose estimation. Such problems from the 2D
domain are here exemplified by the following images:

3D rotation

Scaling

Clutter

Occlusion

Light changes

Figure 3.2: Examples of robustnesses achieved from listed invariances.
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3.3 2D images

This section gives an overview of detection and description of properties in 2D.

3.3.1 Detection in images

The detection of robust IPs in an image is important for many applications such
as image registration, tracking and stereo matching, the latter was one of the first
applications using local IPs [101]. Almost a decade later the Harris detector [58],
which finds points in signals with intrinsic dimensionality larger than one, was
presented and somewhat later used for much the same application. Since that
time the research community has given the subject of detection much attention.

An example: the DoG-detector

As an example of an IP detector in 2D we will go through the steps of the
Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) detector as implemented in SIFT [91]. The DoG
detector takes one single image as input, see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The SICK logotype as example input.

The image is converted to gray scale, doubled in size and slightly smoothed which
produces the top left image in Figure 3.4. To produce the first octave of the
scale-space, an additional smoothing is applied to the image in a number of steps
(here 5). Then an image in the first octave with the proper amount of blur, is
selected to initialize the second octave. The selected image from the first octave is
downsampled to a resolution which is half in each dimension and then smoothed
to minimize the deviation from the optimal image in the previous selection step.
The result initializes the second row which is processed just as the first one etc.

Figure 3.4: Scale-space produced as first step in the DoG detector. Each row
consists of images with four times the number of pixels of the images on the next
row.
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To produce a Difference-of-Gaussians scale-space each image in each row is sub-
tracted from it row-neighbor to the right. The result can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Difference-of-Gaussians for the scale-space in Figure 3.4.

To detect points in this DoG scale-space, non-maximum-suppression [18] within a
neighborhood of 3×3×3 is applied to each row, i.e points are only detected within
the same image size. The resulting points are marked by crosses in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Detected points in the DoG scale-space from Figure 3.5.

As seen in Figure 3.6 the non-maximum-suppression detects a large number of
points. All of these are subjected to two steps of refinement. First all points
close to the edge of the image are suppressed. Second a sub-pixel refinement
and stability test is computed by fitting the local neighborhood in each octave
related image row to a polynomial. For the points which pass the stability test
this means that the output scale value as well as the position in the image are now
sub-smooth-levels and sub-pixel accurate. See Figure 3.7 where kept points are
marked by rings. To be able to plot the rings a rounding of the scale value was
needed, giving rise to some rings lacking crosses at their exact smoothing levels.
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Figure 3.7: Refined and stable points in the DoG scale-space from Figure 3.5.

Summary of detectors

Here follows a brief overview of detectors for 2D images. The overview does not
claim to be complete but covers most of the well-known methods. They appear
below in ascending order of publication year.

Moravec: Often considered to be the first IP detector. The Moravec detec-
tor [101] uses a local patch of predefined size centered around each point and
calculates the sum of squared differences to eight other patches. This gives a
“cornerness” value which can be thresholded and subjected to non-maximum-
suppression [18] to find the IPs. The eight other patches are patches around 8
shifted center points, 4 horizontal and vertical and 4 diagonal, i.e. the patch
around the center point is compared to patches around all 8-connected neighbor-
ing patches.

Hessian: Another early IP detector is the determinant of the Hessian matrix
first presented in [7]. The Hessian matrix is formed from the second order deriva-
tives of a function, thus describing the local curvature of the function. Recent
developments are found in the ground-breaking work on automatic scale-selection
in [86]. An affine invariant version was later presented in [96].

Harris: The Harris matrix is given by the outer product of the image gradi-
ent. The Harris & Stephens corner detector is a measure composed of the matrix
invariants given by the determinant and the trace. If the Harris measure is a local
maximum, and in some implementations above a threshold, an IP is detected [58].
It is sometimes also referred to as the Plessey corner detector. Modern variants
include scale-space adaption [5, 37, 97, 98], where the latter includes automatic
scale selection. One other development is the affine invariant version of the Harris
detector [96]. The Harris detector is one of the most often used IP detectors in
the field but it seems it is slowly being out-cited by scale-space adapted detectors
in general and difference-of-Gaussian detectors in particular.

Rotational symmetries: Rotational symmetries where first mentioned in the
context of detection in a number of patents [75, 74, 76]. It works by applying a
set of filters to an orientation image. The filters detect a number of complex local
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curvature types, such as corners and star patterns. A large number of publications
are related to the development of rotational symmetry detectors, see [67] for a
presentation and an overview of related work.

SUSAN: The Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus detector [130]
finds the number of pixels within the local region that have a brightness similar to
the central pixel. Similarity is based on an experimentally established exponential
function. The pixels in the region with a high similarity to the central point
is the USAN set and their number is thresholded to keep only those below a
certain threshold. IPs are detected by applying non-maximum-suppression on the
remaining points. SUSAN is a patented detector.

MSER: The region detector Maximally Stable Extremal Regions was pre-
sented in [94]. MSERs are detected as regions with the least change in size over
as many thresholding levels as possible, thus being as stable as possible to light
changes. MSERs are related to blob detection however one difference is that
MSERs can be detected within other MSERs. A new development is found in [44],
where the Maximally Stable Colour Regions (MSCR), an extension to color im-
ages, are presented. In Paper G of this dissertation, a novel extension to range
data is presented.

SURF: To speed up the computation of the Hessian matrix, it was proposed
in [6] to employ integral images, through which heavily cropped and discretized
Gaussian filters can be computed very rapidly. The resulting Gaussian filters
resemble Haar wavelets, which are also used in the publication. It is thus related
to [160, 161], which also used both integral images and Haar wavelets for detection.
The presentation in [6] includes both a detector and a descriptor and the name
refers to the combination of them. A revised edition of the original publication
can be found in [62].

3.3.2 Description of local regions

Some time after the publication of the Harris point detector, it was shown that the
problem of matching Harris points over large distances could be made more robust
by using the surrounding neighborhood to select which matches were likely [171].
Since that time a lot of attention has been given to the subject of local descriptors.

An example: the SIFT Descriptor

In general the input to descriptor construction are the x and y coordinates and
the scale value at which each IP was detected. To become invariant to image
plane rotation, the SIFT method establishes a local similarity frame with a data
dependent direction. The orientation of the similarity frame is determined by
creating a histogram of the local orientation of the image at the IP location. The
histogram is smoothed and all orientations corresponding to peaks of at least 80%
of the maximum peak height are extracted. If multiple orientations are found, one
similarity frame is constructed at that point for each orientation. Examples of
orientation histograms with detected orientations can be found in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Orientation histograms, their smoothed variants and detected orien-
tations (marked by dashed vertical lines). The plots to the left correspond to the
single frame in the left of Figure 3.9. The plots to the right correspond to the
double frame in the right of Figure 3.9.

The computed similarity frames for the stable IPs are plotted in Figure 3.9 but
with only image three and four from the first octave shown. The size of each
similarity frame is given by the scale value of each IP, thus giving visibly larger
frames in the image to the right1.

Figure 3.9: Computed similarity frames for IPs detected in the third and fourth
image from the first row in Figure 3.7.

Within the local similarity frames a number of (typically 4× 4) spatially separate
histograms of oriented gradients2 are computed. Typically each histogram has 8
bins for orientation and the creation of the histograms use soft-binning. To become
somewhat more robust to light changes the following computations are done; the
descriptors are rearranged to a vector which is normalized according to a l2 distance
metric. Then all bins larger than 0.2 are truncated to 0.2 followed by one more
normalization. Examples of descriptors relating to the plots in Figure 3.8 are
shown in Figure 3.10 where each orientation histogram is represented as a number
of arrows within each spatial bin.

1All frames have been artificially doubled in size to help print of image.
2Not to be confused with the publications using this name for a specific method [31].
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Figure 3.10: Representations of descriptors corresponding to the IPs with local
frame orientation given by histograms in Figure 3.8.

Summary of descriptors

Here follows a brief overview of descriptors for 2D images. The overview does not
claim to be complete but covers most of the well-known methods. They appear
below in ascending order of publication year.

Local jet: A local jet of order N as defined in [77] is a set of Gaussian deriva-
tives up to order N. A neighborhood around a central point can be described by
such a set of derivatives. Local jets are used e.g. in [125] and are related to the
earlier publication [64].

Steerable filters: An analytic way of synthesizing filters of arbitrary orien-
tations from linear combinations of some basis filter was presented in [47]. By
computing derivatives in orientations depending on the image content it is possi-
ble to build a rotation invariant descriptor. The size of the descriptor depends on
what order of derivatives are used.

SIFT: The de-facto standard of the state of the art of detector/descriptor
combination [89, 91]. SIFT has been shown to be a top contender in basically all
performance evaluations. There are some variations of SIFT. CSIFT [2] is basically
SIFT but run on a color invariant. BSIFT tries to be invariant to background
changes [135], a quite difficult task given that it is virtually impossible to know
what is object and what is background as made evident by the barrage of published
segmentation approaches over the full history of the field.

Complex filters: An affine invariant and scale-space based descriptor based
on the Fourier-Mellin transform was presented in [5]. The descriptor vector consists
of invariants calculated as a log-polar integral over derivative filters multiplied by
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a complex valued exponential giving orientation. The invariants are normalized
by a complex valued exponential of unit length to make them rotational invariant.
Some work on the complex filters can also be found in [124].

PCA-SIFT: Although sharing part of its name with SIFT, PCA-SIFT [73]
is only similar to SIFT in the detector part, where it is in fact exactly the same.
The descriptor of PCA-SIFT however has little resemblance to the original SIFT.
The descriptor extracts 41x41 patches at the given locations in scale-space and
a concatenation of horizontal and vertical gradients is created. All these high
dimensional vectors are subjected to principal component analysis (PCA). The
gradient vectors for each IP are projected using the eigenspace from the PCA.
This gives a low dimensional descriptor vector.

Shape context: A Shape context [8] is a 3D histogram with its bins uniformly
organized in a log-polar space. The histogram is placed over each point on a shape
edge. For each central point a histogram is formed where all other points on the
edge are added to the bin covering them. Hence it is a histogram of positions of
edge points. To achieve scale invariance all radial distances are normalized by the
mean distance between all the points on the shape edge. Rotational invariance can
be given by constructing a local frame with a known reference direction, but this
is not done in the original publication. An extended version using also orientation
of edge points was part of [99].

Spin image: Spin images for 2D images is one rare example where a descriptor
for 3D was “generalized” to 2D. This was done in [81]. A spin image describing
2D intensity images is a two-dimensional soft histogram of brightness value dis-
tribution. The first dimension of the histogram is the normalized distance from
the central point of the patch. The second dimension in the histogram is intensity
value. A part of a spin image at a fixed distance is thus a 1D histogram of the
intensity values in a circle with a radius equal to that distance around the central
point.

Scene tensor duplet: The scene tensor duplet descriptor defined in [132]
is not really a duplet of scene tensors. The duplet descriptor is rather a low
dimensional vector holding invariant angles extracted from a pair of scene tensors
and the established duplet. The descriptor is very small, it only has 4 values.

Patch-duplet: Patch-duplets [69] are constructed from two IPs which are
connected by rules on minimum and maximum distance as well as restrictions on
the number of descriptors to construct. A local frame is given by the connection
of two IPs. The distance between the two controls the size of the image region
to include in the patch. A rectangular patch is sampled in 8 × 4 points from an
underlying orientation estimate. The orientation is given in double angle repre-
sentation. In [45] the local frame is established from color contours, this produces
in average, a 2-3 times as large descriptor than in the original formulation [69].

GLOH: Gradient location-orientation histogram is a variant of the SIFT de-
scriptor, calculated in the same way but with spatially reorganized histogram bins.
The bins are organized according to a log-polar pattern [99]. There is a precom-
puted set of eigenvectors derived from PCA analysis of a large number of patches.
The histogram is projected using these eigenvectors to produce a descriptor vector
of the same size as SIFT.
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(a) Visualized by intensity. (b) Visualized by vector graphics.

Figure 3.11: Synthetic distance data visualized in different ways.

SURF: The presentation in [6] includes both a detector and a descriptor and
the name refers to the combination of them. A revised edition of the original publi-
cation can be found in [62]. The SURF [6] descriptor is given by dividing a square,
placed at and orientated according to the detected IP, into 4 by 4 subregions. In
each of the 16 regions, histograms of sums of filter responses over horizontal and
vertical directions as well as sums of the filter response magnitudes are created.
The filter responses are produced by Haar wavelets. In Paper E of this dissertation
results show that in our particular application SURF is not as robust as the name
implies. The original publications also include a variation called U-SURF which is
the same detector and descriptor only the image plane reference direction for the
descriptor is locked “upwards” which is shown to be beneficial in some cases3. See
also the list of detectors in Section 3.3.1.

3.4 Range data

Ordinary 2D images are more analogous to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
data than to range data when generalized to 3D. Range data has some properties
that makes it deviate from a 3D generalization of the data found in ordinary 2D
images. Before we look at detection and description of range data here are some
comments on these differing properties.

All the 3D data that has been dealt with within this work is from the kind of
sensor that maps every pixel position to a measure of distance. In Figure 3.11 a
synthetic version of such distance data is depicted as both intensity and by 3D
computer graphics, i.e. vector graphics. Note that in Figure 3.11(b) the virtual
camera is not positioned in the position of the virtual sensor that captured the
data. This kind of data is what one usually gets from stereo systems using ac-
tive or passive sensors, i.e. from range sensors or baseline/motion stereo systems
respectively. Such data is usually referred to as 3D or 2.5D data, but a more de-

3Note that it would be very easy to modify e.g. SIFT to create an U-SIFT in the same way.
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Figure 3.12: Sketch of sparse data.

scriptive term would probably be sparse 3D data. In a passive sensor system, the
triangulation relies on whatever structure is present in the objects or scene. Thus,
a passive sensor system usually does not produce a depth measurement in every
point in the pixel grid, i.e. it could be said to be sparse in this sense. Using an
active sensor system ensures that there will always be structure which is detectable
since the sensor provides the structure. By the term sparse 3D data we will, in
this dissertation, refer to data that does not fill up a full 3D volume. In fact, in
the distance, or z, direction there is usually only one value for each position in the
sensor/pixel grid. One other important aspect of the sparse 3D data is that there
usually is no data grid in the distance direction4. In Figure 3.12 we see a sketch
of sparse 3D data where the lack of grid in the z-direction is visualized.

In Figure 3.13 a comparison between sparse 3D data and full-volume 3D data
for an example curve can be seen. In Figure 3.13(a) a grid has been added in
the z-direction to allow comparison to Figure 3.13(b). The full-volume data in
Figure 3.13(b) could also contain data in the rest of the grid but this was inten-
tionally left out of the image to simplify the comparison. The most interesting part
of Figure 3.13 is the tilted plane, which has a large x-component in its normal, to
the right in the figures. In the full-volume data this plane is drawn in a way we
are used to see “full” lines drawn in computer graphics. In the sparse data case it
is similar to a line drawn with a very poor line-drawing algorithm that does not
utilize anti-aliasing, see [60].

These properties have implications on how we can implement filters for the
data and how we should compute features from sparse 3D data. In the case when
the normal n̂ of a plane has a large x or y component, i.e. when the plane is
quite tilted along the view direction, we run the risk of using only a very small
number of data points if we localize our algorithm by a filter with equal width
in all dimensions. On the other hand, if we do not localize our method in the
z-direction we run the risk of estimating a tilted plane in parts of the data where
there in reality is a discontinuity in the z-direction.

4There is also a class of range sensor which produce points with no grid at all. Data from
such sensors is usually referred to as point cloud data (PCD).
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(a) Sparse data. (b) Full-volume data.

Figure 3.13: Comparison between full-volume and sparse data.

3.4.1 Detection in range data

Before detection techniques were applied to range data, a method to select where
descriptors were to be constructed was proposed in [136]. Morphological opera-
tions on detected edge discontinuities were used to find regions along those edges.
Each pixel in the resulting regions indicated a location to place descriptors. Later
ordinary 2D detectors were used directly on range data [119]. There are obvious
shortcomings to using 2D detectors, which can be realized by visualizing a 3D cor-
ner change under rigid rotation in a range image, and thus 2D detectors are rarely
used for this purpose. Another attempt of detection in range data was presented
in [165] where points of low curvature as well as points of extremely high curvature
were considered redundant and removed. Descriptors were only constructed for
the set of remaining points. It has also been common to construct descriptors first
and detect interesting ones only as a post processing on the extracted descrip-
tors [137, 138]. In e.g. [138] an irregularity measure was applied to the descriptors
and only those that were found to come from non-flat regions were used.

There are some later examples of detectors for range data which are analogous
to those used in this dissertation. Below we will exemplify the detector from
ThrIFT [42] and summarize some others.

In medical image analysis some IP-detectors have been developed. These could
be applied to range data even though they were developed for full-volume data.
In a comparison of 9 different differential operators [59] the conclusion is reached
that IP-detectors based on the Harris matrix performs better than the ones based
on curvature. The functions of the Harris matrix, although not referred to as such
in the publications, use the determinant and the trace [118, 3, 114, 59].

The Harris detector has also been extended to three dimensions, two spatial
dimensions and time [80]. The formula used is very similar to the original Harris
detector but uses only two out of three possible invariants under rotation of the
Harris matrix in 3D. In Paper D we extend the Harris measure to include all three
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possible invariants under rotation of the Harris matrix and show that this can
benefit the IP detection in range data.

An example: ThrIFT

As an example of detection in 3D we will examine the Hessian detector as imple-
mented in ThrIFT [42]. The Hessian detector in ThrIFT is based on converting
the input range data into a full volume representation and thus it generates a large
amount of data. The ThrIFT detector implements a scale-space adapted Hessian.
A scale-space of sparse volume data is difficult to visualize and therefore the im-
ages in this section are from quite small data regions. The input in this example
can be seen in Figure 3.14(a), which is a part of the synthetically generated range
image seen in Figure 3.11(b). Note that the viewing direction is not the same as
the z-axes of the virtual cameras. ThrIFT starts by resampling the input data into
a full volume voxel based representation, see Figure 3.14(b). This representation is
called a density map since the value in each voxel in the full volume grid represents
how many measured range points can be found in the volume occupied by said
voxel. The value in a voxel is here visualized by its size. A number of arguments
can be put forward against resampling to a density map, but it is at least one
way of enabling the use of normal convolution filters when processing the data in
subsequent steps.

To get a clearer view of algorithm internal data, we will use a closeup of a part
in Figure 3.14(a) as the input data to the rest of this example. In Figure 3.15 this
closeup can be seen without and with an overlay of the voxels from the density
map. Voxels are represented with spheres with a size proportional to the voxel
value. Note that shaded parts of the voxel spheres are located behind the range
surface.

Downsampling is used to construct octaves of different resolution and second
order derivative filters are applied by convolution within each octave. The second
order derivative filters are applied a number of times within each octave with in-
creasing filter size, thus approximating the creation of scale-space based second
order derivatives. In ThrIFT four filter sizes are used per octave. A 3D Hessian
matrix is produced from the derivatives at each voxel and its determinant is cal-
culated. Determinant values from each of the four levels of the first octave for the

(a) Input range image, part of Figure 3.11(b). (b) Sparse volume density map.

Figure 3.14: Range image input and its generated full volume density map.
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(a) Zoom-in on top block in Figure 3.14(a). (b) Density map overlaid on Figure 3.15(a).

Figure 3.15: Left: part of Figure 3.14(a). Right: left overlaid with density map.

density map in Figure 3.15(b) is seen in Figure 3.16. Again, the size of a sphere is
proportional to the value of a voxel.

IPs are detected by applying non-maximum-suppression in the scale-space. In
a 3D scale-space, each voxel has 80 neighbors. A detected IP indicates both 3D
position and scale. The detector does not handle saddle points in any special way,
they are detected in the same way as any other points given that the determinant
magnitude is large. In Figure 3.17 the spheres represent IPs and their sizes are
proportional to the scale at which they were detected.

Summary of range detectors

Here follows a brief overview of detectors for range data. The overview does not
claim to be complete but covers most of the well-known methods. They appear
below in ascending order of publication year.

Extremal points: The use of extremal points as IPs for range data or full
volume data was presented in [140]. Extremal points are defined as points of
locally maximal curvature in the two principal directions of the surface. Extremal
points can be said to be a generalization of corner points for smooth surfaces in
3D. They are specific points on the crest lines of 3D surfaces.

Surface variation: For each point, the covariance matrix of the points in the
local neighborhood is computed and its eigenvalues calculated. By dividing the
smallest eigenvalue by the trace or the matrix a surface variation measurement
is established in [111]. A scale-space can then be built by altering the filter size.
At each data position and along the scale axis the maximum is then found. IPs
are established by keeping all maxima above a certain threshold. There is also an
alternative detector which measures at how many scale levels the surface variation
is above a certain threshold.

Shape index: The shape index was in [22] defined so that it is a value in
the ±0.5 range. IPs are detected if the shape index of the central point within a
local region is a certain percentage above the mean of the shape index of the local
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Figure 3.16: Determinant of the Hessian for the density map in Figure 3.15(b).
The four images show the result for the four filter sizes within the first octave.

region.
Li & Guskov: The problem of designing a scale-space detector for range data

is reliant on finding a good way to downsample a point cloud or mesh. In [85]
this downsampling is handled by a projection operator that maps 3D points from
the original to a smoothed version of the shape. The projection operator is found
through a least squares solution of the distance between the smoothed normals and
how much a 3D point is translated by the projection. IPs are then found through
a 4D non-maximum-suppression. The same authors later argued that if the scale
is known, which it usually is for range data, it is however preferable to use only a
few scales (in their case 2) in the detection algorithm since it is faster [84].

Harris 3D: The Harris detector can be generalized to 3D. In 3D there is a
third invariant of the Harris matrix beside the determinant and the trace. This
third invariant is beneficial to use. The problem for range data is that derivatives
in the z-direction are not well defined. To be able to use the Harris detector in 3D,
a 3D raster scan method is used to construct a sparse but fully connected volume
representation of the data. This is the topic of Paper D.
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Figure 3.17: Detection results for ThrIFT. Size of IP-spheres is related to the scale
at which that IP was detected.

2.5D SIFT: An attempt to generalize the popular DoG detector from SIFT
was presented in [88]. The generalization starts by the ad-hoc trick of z-normalizing
the image to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. There is no
argument given for this and it does not seem straightforward to motivate it (besides
the ad-hoc reasoning of “it works”). Local extrema are found in the same way as in
SIFT, however, the steps of IP refinement are different. Here principal curvatures
are computed for each level in the scale-space and their ratio is thresholded to find
stable points.

3.4.2 Description of range data

In the area of local description of range data the literature list is quite extensive.
One of the earlier related works can be found in [63] where the extended Gaussian
image was presented. EGI extends Gaussian images to include information on the
size of a patch having a specific normal and constructs an orientation histogram
of the Gaussian image. Another early work on building a local descriptor is pre-
sented in [40]. Here local curvature estimates are used to segment surfaces into
patches. The symbolic descriptor encodes a number of patches and their mutual
spatial relations. The use of a circle of points to describe the underlying surface
structure around a given point was first described in [115] where it was called a
distance profile. The Simplex Angle Image was introduced in [32], but it was later
renamed to Spherical Attribute Image (SAI) [61]. SAI defines a canonical map-
ping between the mesh describing the object and a standard spherical mesh. A
surface curvature index that is pose-invariant is stored at every node of the mesh.
A shape spectral function to describe shape variation within one shape patch was
presented in COSMOS [35] which is an object global description. Below is found
an example of the spin-image descriptor together with a summary of other local
descriptors for range data.
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An example: Spin image

As far as SIFT is a de-facto standard for a local descriptor in 2D images the most
well-known 3D descriptor is probably the spin image [70]. In its original, and most
subsequent publications, the spin image method is not truly local and does not
use a detector of the kind described in Section 3.3.1 or Section 3.4.1 but is rather
computed at all points on the object, making it quite computationally expensive.
Spin image publications refer to the combination of a 3D point and its respective
normal as oriented points. The original publication [70] applies the spin image to
a 3D mesh of an object, not range data, however generalization to range data is
very straightforward and is done here.
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Figure 3.18: Each local range region with its center normal, its orthogonal plane
(green) indicating the support region, and the spin map grid (red) attached to the
normal. The green part of the mesh shows the projection of the support region
along the center normal.
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A spin image is constructed in each data point by first selecting the points defining
the local neighborhood. The normal of the current center point is then used to set
up a grid of bins (red in Figure 3.18) which can spin around the normal. Spinning
the grid around the normal covers a cylinder with a base equal to the support
region (green disc in Figure 3.18). When the grid spins around the normal, all
oriented points where the normal deviates from the center normal less than a
specified angle are added to a 2D representation with the size of the grid. This
produces a spin map. The resulting spin maps are divided into regions (the grid
in red attached to the surface normal in Figure 3.18), one region is one pixel in
the resulting spin image.

Figure 3.19: The three resulting spin maps. The grid indicates pixel positions.

The resulting spin images are given by bilinear interpolation of the spin maps.

Figure 3.20: The three final spin images.

The spin images are rotationally invariant around the normal by which they
are produced. For a given normal they can also be argued to be pose invariant
and an object centered representation if they are created from a mesh or range
data. Since spin images do not define a second reference direction there is no local
frame. Depending on the selected support distance a spin image might be either
object global or a local descriptor.

Summary of range descriptors

Here follows a brief overview of descriptors for range data. The overview does not
claim to be complete but covers most of the well-known methods. They appear
below in ascending order of publication year.
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Splash: Splash [136] is a local Gaussian map describing the distribution of
surface orientation along a geodesic circle. A geodesic circle is the locus of all
points on a given surface whose geodesic distance from the center of the circle is a
given constant. Splash encodes the normal variation along geodesic curves around
a chosen point on the object. At a given location, a reference surface normal
is estimated. From an arbitrary starting point, along a circle with a set geodesic
radius located on the surface, surface normals are sampled at a fixed angle interval.
A super-splash is composed of several splashes with varying radii. Splash is often
referred to as the first local descriptor for range data.

Point signature: A Point signature [25] is constructed around a point by
encoding the distance from a locally fitted plane to 3D space curves around the
point. The 3D space curves are the result of intersections between the surface and
spheres with varying radii around the center point. The method does not use any
derivatives to estimate surface properties but establishes a local frame, referred to
as directional frame, for each point. The frame consists of a normal resulting from
local plane fitting, a reference direction where the distance curve is the largest and
the cross product between those two.

Spin image: The original publications [70, 71] introduce cylindrical spin im-
ages whereas subsequent publications [72, 30] also produce spherical spin-images.
Using a spherical mapping makes the error from an incorrectly estimated normal
be spread equally over the whole spin image. The example earlier in this section
uses a cylindrical mapping for the spin images. Additional work on the spin images
can be found: The problem of uneven data density and point placement as well
as choice of parameters for the spin images is examined in [19]. As a solution the
authors propose soft-binning in the spin image creation. This soft-binning depends
on how large a part of a mesh triangle belongs to a specific spin image bin. The
soft-binning, or interpolation, is also found in [72]. In [121] objects are divided
into labeled regions and spin images are created. A number of such symbolic spin
images are grouped together and their spatial order is encoded into a Symbolic
surface signature. In [16] textured spin images are presented. These aggregate not
only the number of data points that fall in a bin, but also their intensity values.
It does also add a third dimension to the spin image. The new dimension holds
intensity information. The bins are evenly distributed over the dynamic range of
intensity. In [27] an effort to make the spin images more robust to sampling of the
underlying surface is presented. Bin values are given by a function of the surface.
Another attempt at solving the problem of non-uniform sampling density is found
in [33] where a pyramid of varying spin image sizes is constructed. This pyramid is
used to find good object-dependent values for bin-size and size of the spin image,
thus turning the spin image representation more into a local descriptor than in the
original presentation.

Surface (point) signature: A descriptor known as Surface signature was
presented in [165, 1, 166]. At each detected point the surface curvature for all
points around it is encoded as seen from the detected point. A polar coordinate
system defined by the distance from the central point to each point around it and
by the angle between the vector to each of them and the normal of the central
point is defined. At each point in the produced image, the pixel is set to a value
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corresponding to the angle between the surface normal at the central point and at
that point.

Harmonic shape image: The region around each point is mapped onto a
disc on a 2D plane by minimizing an energy functional. The resultant image is
called the harmonic image. Using the one-to-one correspondence between points
in the original region and in the resulting harmonic image, surface curvature is
calculated from the original data and inserted into the harmonic image. This
creates the Harmonic shape image [169, 168].

Point fingerprint: The Point fingerprint is proposed in [138]. Geodesic circles
on the object surface and the tangent plane are estimated around each point. The
Point fingerprint is a projection of points or normals from the geodesic circles into
a tangent plane, forming an array of distorted circles which look like fingerprints.
The local frame consists of the surface normal and a vector from the current point
to any other arbitrary point as well as the cross product between the two resulting
vectors. Geodesic circles on the object surface are iteratively grown by a fast
marching method. When the geodesic grows beyond a 3D point the time to reach
it is recorded as its geodesic distance. Only one geodesic circle is used in one
fingerprint.

Shape context: The 2D Shape context descriptor was generalized to 3D
in [48]. The support region of 3D shape contexts is a sphere around a center point
aligned to the surface normal. The sphere is divided into 3D bins at equally spaced
locations in the azimuth and elevation directions as well as a logarithmical division
in the radial direction. Vertex density around the bins are assigned to the bins
as their values. Multiple rotations around the azimuth needs to be produced to
remove a rotational ambiguity.

Harmonic shape context: The Harmonic shape context was introduced
in [48]. The Harmonic shape context tries to solve the problem of needing to store
many rotational variants of the same descriptor. This is achieved by applying a
spherical harmonic transformation on the original 3D shape contexts.

Local surface patches: In [22, 20] local surface patches are defined as a 2D
histogram of the shape index and the scalar product between the normal at an
center point and all other points in the local region. A quite similar descriptor
was later proposed in [88].

Normal based signature: At the central point in a local region a local frame
is constructed. In the tangent plane, circular bands of sample points are produced
and each sample point is given the value of the scalar product between its normal
and the vector to the central point. Since the frame is not locked in orientation
within the tangent plane a DCT is applied to the resulting image. Only the low-
frequency components are used as the Normal based signature descriptor [85, 84].
This is similar to what is presented in Paper A but in this paper the magnitude is
used for matching and the rotation and scaling is recovered afterwards.

Log-polar height maps: A generalization of the log-polar patches from Pa-
per A was presented in [93]. This generalization does however differ from the
log-polar patches in that it is object global in the same sense as spin images are
and that it is not applied in such a fashion as to recover a scaling or rotation.
The Log-polar height maps are sampled from signed distance fields for the range
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surface. The log-polar height map descriptor is similar to spin images in that it is
densely and uniformly sampled.



Chapter 4

Object Pose Estimation

Object pose estimation concerns how to estimate the physical state of an object
from one or more input images, be those 2D or range images.

4.1 Related work

Object pose estimation, or estimation of the 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) geomet-
rical state of an object, is an important problem that has received considerable
attention over the years. There have been efforts using both conventional 2D cam-
eras [90, 57, 68, 83, 100, 131, 132, 39, 54, 123, 78] and an extensive list of literature
exists on using 3D range cameras to solve the problem. A few examples can be
found in [128, 129, 51, 52].

The term pose often appears in the computer vision literature. It can refer
to estimating the location and orientation of the camera in 3D reconstruction
applications [120, 54] or in mobile robotics [66]. In the object recognition literature
however, it does mostly refer to qualitative object state information, such as object
size, and whether a specific view of an object is observed. For robotic manipulation
the pose information needs to be accurate enough to allow grasping.

A way to improve performance in pose estimation is to add a second camera.
The use of an additional camera makes for a more complex system, and there are
many 2D methods [90, 39, 54] that do well without stereo. One such method is
covered by Paper B in this dissertation.

Using a range camera does however not necessarily add complexity to the sys-
tem. Object pose estimation from range data is sometimes found in the literature
on registration. Registration concerns how to fuse two or more range point clouds
together. Registering a number of points clouds is often used in model reconstruc-
tion [46, 134, 36, 122, 93]. Registering a point cloud to some kind of model is one
way to do object pose estimation or recognition [53, 17, 48] from range data.

Accurate pose estimation can be accomplished using either accurate 3D object
models [90, 54, 29], or using view based approaches, which is the focus of this
dissertation. In particular, an adaptation to range data of the view-based pose
estimation framework originally presented in [68] is examined by Paper C.
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In general the 3D-model-based and view-based approaches are complementary.
Some examples of this include [17, 16, 27, 85, 39, 20]. The initial pose estimate is
refined and in some cases extended to 6 DOF using iterated fitting to a 3D model,
usually through the use of the iterative closest points (ICP) algorithm [9]. The
work presented in this dissertation seems to give accurate enough pose estimates
so that the extension of using e.g. ICP for a final and accurate fitting of a 3D
model is very straightforward.

A pose estimation framework that is based on the one originally presented
in [68] is used in this dissertation. There are obviously alternatives to the method of
doing object pose estimation as described in [68]. Frameworks using RANSAC [41]
as well as geometric hashing [50, 164] are such techniques. RANSAC-based frame-
works as well as geometric hashing can be applied to both 2D [26] and 3D [21]
data. The framework from [68] was however chosen for its directness, simplicity
and expandability. The approach taken in the framework is common in the liter-
ature for pose estimation from 2D images [83, 69, 45] but the extension to range
data is novel.

4.2 Pose estimation framework

This section details the object pose estimation framework that is based upon the
one originally presented in [68]. The framework is central to the dissertation in that
it is used in all included publications but Paper D and Paper G. The dissertation
also includes work on how to extend it.

In robotic manipulator control, the 6 DOF pose of an object consists of the
object’s position along three orthogonal axes, and three rotation angles about these
axes: (x y z θx θy θz)

T .
When performing view-based object pose estimation from local features, it is

however convenient to use a different representation, (Δx Δy Δα Δs φ θ)T re-
ferred to as estimation coordinates. When using range data the estimation coordi-
nates are set to (Δx Δy Δz Δα Δs φ θ)T . Two or three DOF can be determined
from the change in location of the feature (Δx, Δy, Δz) relative to a reference.
Another two DOF are given by the relative image plane rotation (Δα), and the
relative scale change (Δs), both in relation to a reference view. The two remaining
DOF are represented by the two object rotation angles (φ, θ), see Figure 4.1. We
will in this presentation refer to these out-of-image angles as pose angles. All in
all this gives us a 6 or 7-dimensional state vector depending on input image type.

This framework uses a “match–vote–cluster” framework for performing view-
based pose estimation. Matching can be implemented in many ways, but in the
original presentation as well as in our work it is done by calculation of the Eu-
clidean distance between local descriptor vectors. In this framework there are two
sets of descriptor vectors, the first set is extracted from training images. In this
implementation the extracted descriptors are stored in a database. Collecting and
storing data in this manner for later use in e.g. interpolation, is referred to as
lazy learning or memory based learning [4]. Interestingly, the human vision system
also appears to work as if it uses database look-up functions when recognizing ob-
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Figure 4.1: An object sampled over the two pose angles.

jects [38]. The second set of descriptor vectors are extracted from an image during
estimation. For each descriptor vector from the estimation image, one or more as-
sumed correspondences to descriptor vectors in the database are established under
the assumption that a lower Euclidean distance is a better match.

Each local descriptor match produces one vote vector. A vote vector can be
seen as a very uncertain pose estimate. Each vote vector contains a vote on the
full 6 DOF pose, represented by 6 values in 2D and over-represented by 7 values in
3D. A pose vote is relative to the training pose in position, scale and image plane
rotation.

All the votes are then clustered through the use of mean-shift clustering,
see Section 4.3. Mean-shift clustering estimates the probability density function
(PDF) in the vote space to find all local peaks of the PDF. The highest peaks are
produced by the densest regions in the vote-space. Each peak, with the highest
being the most significant, is one of the final pose estimates.

The approach is further motivated by the following properties:

• Multiple instances of objects in one image are handled automatically during
estimation, i.e. each object yields one peak in the estimated PDF.

• Estimation can be done for multiple object types at once by adding an ad-
ditional dimension for object type to the vote vector, see [45] or Paper E.

• It is invariant to changes in rotation and scaling, as well as robustness to
clutter and occlusion, both inherited from properties of the local descriptors.
The robustness to occlusion includes self occlusion for non-flat objects.

• Integration of multiple different feature types is easy, as shown in [159].

• For objects in the natural world a rotation around one axis will eventually re-
turn the object to the same state again. This approach offers simple handling
of such wrap-around, or cyclic, dimensions such as image plane rotation.

• Not all objects are visually unique from all viewing directions. This approach
offers simple handling of object symmetries, e.g. 90◦, 120◦ etc.
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The framework operates in two distinct modes: one for training and one for
estimation, described below.

4.2.1 Training

The features we use are invariant to position, image plane rotation and to some
extent scale. It can be argued that the more object state properties the feature,
and thus the system, is invariant to, the fewer samples are needed. This feature
invariance is the reason why we only need to sample images by varying the two
pose angles φ and θ. Thus the training range images of an object are produced
by moving the camera on the view sphere and sampling the images at regular
intervals for the pose angles. The training views from the view sphere are indexed
as in Figure 4.1.

During training, the system follows the these steps for each training image:

1. Detect IPs.

2. Extract local descriptors and auxiliary information.

3. Store each local descriptor in a list together with the auxiliary information.
These are the prototype descriptor vectors.

The auxiliary information consists of the pose angles (φ, θ) of the camera and the
coordinates of each IP in 2D (x, y), or in 3D (x, y, z). Depending on the type of
feature the scale for each IP as well as the orientation of the corresponding local
frame is added to the auxiliary information.

4.2.2 Estimation

Once the system has been trained, we want to use it to estimate the geometrical
state of an object, represented by the estimation coordinates. We refer to the whole
estimation procedure as querying the system and it is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Querying can briefly be described according to:

1. Detect IPs.

2. Extract local query descriptors and auxiliary information.

3. For each query descriptor, find the k most similar prototype descriptors in
the database by descriptor matching.

4. Retrieve the pose angles (φ θ) from the auxiliary information.

5. Compute the rest of the pose estimate, (Δx Δy Δz Δα Δs), by using the IP
locations.

6. Cluster in the 6 or 7 dimensional vote space (the space of the estimation
coordinates) to find the most likely pose estimate.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the query mode.

Steps 1 and 2 are the same as during training. Step 3 uses the Euclidean distance in
the descriptor vector space to compute the k nearest neighboring matches between
the query and prototype descriptors. Normally k = 4 is used since a query view
typically has 4 close training views. In step 4 the pose angles are found directly
from the auxiliary information. In step 5, the image plane rotation is found as the
difference in reference directions between the query and prototype IPs: Given two
duplets A and B we have two distance vectors vA and vB given by

vX = P1,X − P2,X (4.1)

where P1,X and P2,X are the two end points of each duplet. The image plane
rotation angle is then given as

Δα = arctan([ṽA × ṽB ]z , ṽA · ṽB) (4.2)

where ṽ is the vector v, but with its z-component set to zero in 3D, and [. . .]z is
the z-component of a vector. The scale change is given as the ratio of the lengths
of the line connecting the IPs for the query and prototype features. Since we are
working with rigid objects and scale is calculated from actual range values this
ratio is Δs ≈ 1 in 3D even if there are changes in the z position of the object.
Consequently, the descriptor matches that produce scale quotients which deviate
from 1 are erroneous matches, and we can thus discard votes for which the quotient
deviates more than a given factor. This could be done before the clustering takes
place and would then reduce the computational load on the mean-shift operation
as well as the variance in the pose estimate. The translation from prototype to
query position for the remaining votes is then retrieved by rotating and scaling the
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location of the prototype feature, and then subtracting the location of the query
feature.

The last step is to find local density peaks in the vote space. The votes for the
pose angles φ and θ, image-plane rotation α, relative position and scale change are
inserted into a 6 or 7-dimensional space. To find local density peaks in this space,
mean-shift clustering [24] is used. Mean-shift clustering outputs a cluster density
value Di for each cluster, with Di ≥ Di+1. We use the cluster with the highest
density as our pose estimate. We also compute a certainty measure c ∈ [0, 1], as

c = 1 − D2/D1 . (4.3)

A high c value signifies that the highest peak in the pose estimate density, D1, is
well above the second highest peak, D2, and is thus most likely the correct one.

Here we are estimating the pose of a single object. This approach can be
extended to the case of N objects of the same kind by considering N clusters of
largest density. As mentioned, if the vote vector is extended by an object index,
the system can also be used for simultaneous recognition as in Paper E.

4.3 Mean-shift clustering

As stated in Section 4.2, a vote vector in that framework can be seen as a very
uncertain pose estimate. Further, each feature from one object voting for a geo-
metric state can be seen as a noisy sample drawn from a single source of object
pose. Naturally, given many objects we would have superposition of noisy samples
from the many object pose sources in the space of pose votes. All these samples
can be seen as samples drawn from a single probability density function (PDF).
Mean-shift filtering [49] is one method to estimate the peaks of this PDF. This
method assumes that the noise in pose votes is small enough and that there are
sufficiently many features on an object. Mean-shift is an iterative, non-parametric
and mode seeking [24] clustering method to do just this. Mode refers to the peak
of the PDF or from our applications point of view, the clusters. An advantage of
mean-shift clustering in the application of Section 4.2 is that it does not require
knowledge of the number of clusters. We can thus use mean-shift clustering to
locate the maxima of a density function given discrete data sampled from that
function.

Mean-shift is an iterative procedure that follows these iterations; for all N
samples in a d-dimensional space, xj ∈ R

d,

• compute the mean shift vector mi(x), where i is the iteration number,

• translate position by mean shift vector xi+1 = xi + mi(x),

where
mi(x) =

∑
xk∈Rh(x)

(xk − x) /n(x) (4.4)

with n(x) being the number of samples in the region Rh(x). There are two different
versions of mean shift filtering in [24]. One, named the blurring process, and one,
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named the non-blurring process. The non-blurring process makes a difference
between the original samples and the moved ones. In the non-blurring process
all calculations are done on the original and stationary samples whereas in the
blurring process the shifted samples are used in the calculation. Since only the
non-blurring process will find the peaks of the PDF, it is the one used in clustering.
This gives a sample position according to the list above as

xi+1 =
∑

xk∈Rh(xi)

(xk) /n(x). (4.5)

Iteration stops when the mean shift vector is below a certain length, i.e. is near
zero, since the modes of the density function are located at the zeros of the gradient
function.

Mean shift works through gradient ascent on the PDF. For the N samples
above, a multivariate kernel density estimate of the probability density in a point
of the PDF, given a kernel K, is

f̂(x) =
1

Nhd

N∑
i=1

K

(
x − xi

h

)
, (4.6)

where h is the kernel width or bandwidth which defines the radius of the kernel.
The gradient of the kernel estimate is

∇f̂(x) =
1

Nhd+1

N∑
i=1

∇K

(
x − xi

h

)
. (4.7)

The kernel is radially symmetric and commonly a Gaussian or an Epanechnikov
kernel which gives simpler formulas, e.g. for the Epanechnikov kernel, Equation 4.5
is obtained. See [24, 43] for a thorough review of the mathematics behind mean-
shift clustering.

Another interesting statement in [24] is that a sample weight can be included
in Equation 4.5 so that it becomes

xi+1 =
∑

xi∈Rh(x)

(xiwi) /nw(x). (4.8)

where wi signifies a weight for sample xi and nw is now a sum over sample weights
in the region Rh(x). Mean shift allows for the weights to be updated with each
iteration or to stay fixed. This dissertation uses weights in the mean shift cluster-
ing.
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Chapter 5

Summary of Original Work

5.1 2D features

Starting with 2D features, this section gives an overview of the work described in
Paper A, Paper E and Paper F.

5.1.1 Log-polar sampled patches

The original presentation of the log-polar sampled patches from [154] showed how
to use the properties of the Fourier-Mellin transform to construct a rotation and
scale invariant descriptor. In Paper A an adaptation of the descriptor to scale-
space is proposed. Comparisons to other descriptors are found in Paper E.

The descriptor is constructed as follows. At each IP a log-polar grid is placed,
Figure 5.1(a), in either the gray image or an edge-filtered image, Figure 5.1(b).
Resampling as in Figure 5.2(a) yields an approximation to a log-polar transform
of the local neighborhood at the IP, see Figure 5.2(b) for an example.
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(a) Log polar coordinates. (b) Grid overlaid on image patch.

Figure 5.1: Log polar sampling grid and part of image.
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(b) Log-polar sampled edge image.

Figure 5.2: Sample grid and log-polar sampled edge image. Only every third
sample grid is shown to reduce clutter in the image in Figure 5.2(a).
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Figure 5.3: The pose of a toy car occluded by a part of a outdoor coffee table is
estimated correctly and an edge image is overlaid.

In a log-polar sampled image, translation equals rotation or scaling in the origi-
nal image. It is possible to make this patch invariant to rotation and scale changes
in two steps. First compute the Fourier transform of the patch to transfer the
information on translation in the log-polar patch into the phase of the transform.
Second, compute the magnitude of each sample in the Fourier transformed patch,
thereby removing the phase and thus the information on translation from the
patch. We now have a local feature that is invariant to rotation and scale. This
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corresponds to the Fourier-Mellin transform used in [23], however the differences
in the approaches are that we use local features and also we will not use phase
information to recover the scaling and rotation. An example, taken from Paper A,
of an object detected under occlusion is seen in Figure 5.3.

5.1.2 Descriptor hybrids

The evaluations found in [69] as well as in Paper E are one of the few were it is
shown that SIFT is outperformed by another method. The Patch-duplet is the
descriptor which outperformed SIFT. Thus it is interesting to implement some
variants of SIFT and the Patch-duplet to find out if any specific difference is of
special importance. This is investigated in Paper F. The same IP detectors based
on DoG are used for all the new variants. Table 5.1 shows the different versions
which were implemented, including the new ones and the previously published
descriptors.

#IP 360◦ angle Double-angle representation
1 SIFTS [91], Patch-singlet (PSD),

Patch-singlet (PSS) DA-SIFT (SIFTD)
2 Patch-duplet (PDDGS), Patch-duplet (PDDGD),

SIFT-duplet (SIFTDS) DA-SIFT-duplet (SIFTDD)

Table 5.1: Descriptors using DoG as detector.

Converting SIFT to the double-angle representation is done by forming the
orientation histogram of the descriptor from an underlying orientation in double-
angle representation. To keep the angular resolution of the orientation bins in the
SIFT histogram the same as in the original SIFT implementation, we halved the
number of orientation bins. This, since one interpretation is that the double-angle
representation only uses angles between 0 and 180 degrees. Converting the Patch-
duplet into using the ordinary 360◦ angle is even simpler, it is done by sampling
the descriptor from an ordinary edge image.

Using DoG to form a duplet is not entirely novel, in [15] local invariant frames
where formed by 2, 3 or 4 points detected by DoG before the extraction of descrip-
tors. In our application we do without affine transformations since the information
needed is actually in the shape of the detected region [152], it is what discriminates
one pose angle from another, as shown in [152] and in Paper E.

Connection of the two DoG IPs in the new SIFT-duplet and the new Patch-
duplet is done only from finer to coarser scale to make sure that the second IP
in the descriptor has a high probability of existing if the first one does. Besides
this ordering of IPs, the DoG detected scale is discarded and scale is detected
as for the Patch-duplet, i.e. by changes in the distance between the two IPs.
Orientation for each of the two descriptors in the duplet is the same and is set
by the line connecting the two IPs and thus there is no need to calculate the
descriptor orientation as in the original SIFT formulation. For an easy comparison
between descriptors, we shortened the orientation histogram to 4 bins for SIFTD,
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thus halving the orientation histogram resolution. This gives the same descriptor
vector length as for SIFT. Sampling of the DoG-based Patch-duplet descriptor
is done from different layers in the scale pyramid depending on descriptor area,
which in turn depends on the distance between IPs of the duplet.

The Patch-singlet extracts a single part, i.e. half, of the Patch-duplet descriptor
at the orientation and scale found by the DoG detector. The length of each side
of the extracted descriptor is given by

R = 1.4nvσ021+s/S (5.1)
where nv is the number of vectors in each spatial direction, σ0 and S is set in the
DoG detector and s is the scale at which the IP is detected, see [91] and [69]. This
compares to the length of the descriptor side in the Patch-duplet which is given
as half the distance between the two points forming the duplet. For additional
implementation details see [69, 91].

5.1.3 Comparison of local features

An extensive set of performance comparisons for local descriptors in the setting
of object pose estimation can be found in Paper E and Paper F. There have
been evaluations on local features published before but the features have typically
been evaluated for the purposes of view matching, and object recognition. In such
evaluations, computation can be divided into three steps: detection of interest
points, descriptor construction, and descriptor matching [95]. A view-based object
pose estimation system, by necessity, has to contain two additional steps: pose
hypothesis generation, and pose clustering [159, 83]. This means that the accuracy
of features with respect to the generated pose hypotheses is now important. Note
also that a feature that is completely view invariant will be quite useful in view
matching and object recognition, but useless in giving a pose estimate. There
was thus a need for specific evaluation of local features in the pose estimation
framework, which has been filled by Paper E and Paper F.

Only real photos of physical objects are used in the performance evaluation. In
Figure 5.4 the 16 objects used in Paper E can be seen together with a closeup of
one of the objects shown in front of the cluttered background used in some tests.
As part of this work, the data set have been made publically available at [146].

5.2 3D features

This section gives an overview of the work of Paper C, Paper D and Paper G.

5.2.1 Scene tensor

In Paper C we propose a representation/descriptor of a local 3D region around a
point in the data set. This descriptor can be analyzed to determine if the point is
located on, or close to, a planar surface, an edge or a corner in 3D. Furthermore,
the representation can be further analyzed to provide explicit orientation and
position parameters of the plane, or planes that meet in the edge or corner. A
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Figure 5.4: The 16 objects from the tests & object #6 on cluttered background.

(a) Rank 2.

(b) Rank 3.

Figure 5.5: Information extracted from estimated tensors.
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representation of this type can be used as an ordinary local descriptor, but can
also be used for managing the so-called bootstrapping problem. A robot with no
knowledge of the outside world can use the geometrical properties of the descriptor
to determine how it can interact with the world and learn about various objects.
Since it provides explicit 3D shape descriptors, problems related to grasping and
picking up objects can be significantly simplified [28]. At a later stage, the same
descriptors can be used just as any other local descriptor, i.e., without regard
to the geometrical interpretation. This means that information captured at, and
stored from, the very first system startup can be used for other kinds of learning
at later stages.

We base this presentation on the scene tensor, which here is extended on pre-
vious work in various ways. We will focus mainly on adapting the scene tensor
to 3D range data, but it should be applicable, e.g., also to MRI data. Further-
more, in Paper C we make a detailed presentation of how extraction of geometrical
properties from the scene tensor is made.

After the theoretical aspects of the scene tensor representation have been dis-
cussed we also subject it to some practical tests. First we show that the scene
tensor can be used to represent local 3D structure. This is done by extracting
local property information from tensors found by the proposed interest point de-
tector, see Figure 5.5. Second we evaluate the repeatability of the detector. This is
done by matching detected points over a set of 3D rotations, with known ground-
truth, and comparing to two other detectors. Lastly we apply the scene tensor
to the vote-and-cluster pose estimation framework as presented in Chapter 4. We
do this by forming duplets of detected tensors and, for each duplet, a local 3D
reference frame. The frame gives the duplet descriptor 3D orientation invariance
within approximately 30 degrees. We show that the scene tensor estimated from
range data has superior performance to the scene tensor estimated from 2D image
input [152], i.e. results also found in Paper E.

Data sources

The scene tensor can be estimated from several sources of data and can be esti-
mated in a number of ways from the same source of data. In Figure 5.6 we see
some examples of sources of data. The figure also hints at one possible estimation
procedure for each source of data.

The 2D-method which is based on a single image, see Figure 5.6(a), has been
successfully implemented and detailed in [104, 105] and even used for object pose
estimation in [132].The motion stereo based method, Figure 5.6(b) has previously
been published in [106, 107] with some additional details in [145].

The methods based on baseline stereo, Figure 5.6(c), and on range sensor data,
Figure 5.6(d), could probably be implemented in a very similar way. Currently
only methods using range data from an active range sensor have been implemented
and tested. The range data based methods are presented in Paper C. Data from
active range sensors has the advantage over baseline stereo of being more accurate
and that untextured surfaces are still densely measured. Baseline stereo seems to
have an accuracy similar to motion data from optical flow. This is not strange
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(a) Single image.

T=ATA+γbbT

S20=KTKT

(b) Motion stereo.

z=f(x,y)

S20=xHxH
T

xH=(x0 x y z)

f’=a0+a1x+a2y

S02=pH(pH)T

(c) Baseline stereo.

z=f(x,y)

S20=xHxH
T

xH=(x0 x y z)

f’=a0+a1x+a2y

S02=pH(pH)T

(d) Range sensor.

I=f(x,y,z)

S02=(I –x)TT(I –x)

T=ATA+γbbT

(e) MRI or CT.

Figure 5.6: Various data sources and estimation procedures.

since such methods often are based on the same kind of assumptions and use much
of the same techniques as well as input.

Methods for 3D data like MRI or CT, Figure 5.6(e), where a full volume of
data is available are likely to have an estimation procedure that generalizes from
the 2D estimation quite easily. However it will still be subject to some of the
properties discussed in Paper C. Estimation procedures for such data has not yet
been implemented.

In 3D there are two cases for the scene tensor which depend on the underlying
data and have to be handled in different ways. The first case is that of local
planar segments and the second is that of 3D line segments. The first case is
mainly connected to range data and the second case mainly to stereo or motion
based distance data, but each case can also happen for the other type of data. Only
the first case has been explored within the work presented in this dissertation.
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Scene tensor rank in sparse 3D

The rank is an important property for the scene tensor, e.g. it can be used as a
point of interest detector. In this section there is a short discussion on the topic of
rank from another point of view, aiding in understanding the tensor representation.
We examine the meaning of rank for both the second order tensors and for the
fourth order tensor. To recapitulate from Paper C, the second order tensors are
defined through

S′
20(x) =

∑
r∈R(x)

w(x − r) S20(r) =

=
∑

r∈R(x)

w(x − r) xH(r) xT
H(r) =

(
x2

0 x0 xT

x0 x Σ + xxT

) (5.2)

and
S02 = pH ⊗ pH = pH

[
pH
]T

, (5.3)
which by matrix notation gives

S02 =

(
P 2 −p0 P n̂

−p0 P n̂ p2
0 n̂ n̂T

)
. (5.4)

We find that S20 and S02 will have different ranks depending on the underlying
geometrical structure. Moreover S22 is defined over a local region R through

S22(x) =
∑

r∈R(x)

w(x − r) S′
22(r) =

∑
r∈R(x)

w(x − r) S′
20(r) ⊗ S02(r) =

n∑
k=0

∑
r∈Rk

w(x − r) S′
20(r) ⊗ S02(r) =

n∑
k=1

S′
20,k ⊗ S02,k =

n∑
k=1

S22,k,

(5.5)

where each k represents a distinct plane.

Rank for S20

For the second order contra-variant tensor, S20, a few examples of rank are given
in Table 5.2. In the table above the single line we have equivalence between the
interpretation and rank, i.e. this is how we have decided to interpret the rank.
Below the single line there is only implication from left to right. This is due to
that there can be many different shapes that give the same rank. The S20 tensor
can have a maximum of rank 4 in the 3D case, however when it has rank 4 it is
no longer possible to use the information since there are several shapes that could
have resulted in rank 4.

An example of what happens when you add two S20 tensors is the following.
Consider one tensor for a line in 3D space and then another tensor for a line
going in another direction. The underlying information that has been added up in
the respective tensors covariance part, Equation 5.2, does in their combined local
neighborhood exist in two directions. If these two tensors representing the lines
were added the new tensor would end up with the same rank as for a full plane-like
shape in the data.
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Shape of local region Rank of C Rank of S20

Point 0 1
Line 1 2
Plane 2 3
2 parallel lines 2 3
Cylinder (curved part) 3 4
2 non-parallel planes 3 4
Part of ellipsoid 3 4

Table 5.2: Examples of rank for S20.

Shape of local region Rank of D Rank of S02

Point 3 3
Line 2 2
Plane 1 1
2 parallel lines 2 3
Cylinder (curved part) 2 3
2 non-parallel planes (=line) 2 2
Sphere 3 4

Table 5.3: Examples of rank for S02.

Rank for S02

For the second order co-variant tensor a few examples of rank for some geometrical
structures are given in Table 5.3, where D refers to l20 l̂̂l

T or p2
0p̂p̂T in Equation 5.41.

In this table equivalence and implication are as for Table 5.2. Two example cases
for the S02 tensor can be seen in Figure 5.7. In the left of Figure 5.7 we see an
example for the case of a plane. We see that all normals p̂ are the same. Moreover
the perpendicular distance ‖p‖ is the same for all positions on the plane. Therefore
pH has no variation in any of its elements which gives that S02 has a rank of 1
after it has been integrated over such a region.

In the right of Figure 5.7 we have the case that the local neighborhood is a
curved part of a cylinder. In this case the normals p̂ all vary within one plane in
3D space, i.e. in a 2 dimensional sub-space of R

3, so D has a rank of 2. In this case
however, ‖p‖ can vary freely so pH can vary in at least a 3 dimensional sub-space
of R

4 but there is still a vector v which is perpendicular to p̂ for all planes on the
surface of the cylinder. This gives that

S02

(
0
v

)
= (
∑

i

pH
i pHT

i )
(

0
v

)
= 0, (5.6)

i.e. S02 still has a null-space, so the rank of S02 is a maximum of 3 in this case.

1The notation l̂ is used for the line case, whereas p̂ is used for the plane case. They are
however interchangeable from a mathematics point of view.
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Figure 5.7: Examples for rank of S02.

Figure 5.8: Two lines represented by S02 by two planes (transparent) do not form
the gray plane if the tensors are added.

It is a little harder to visualize what happens to the second order co-variant
tensor when applying operations to it than it is for the contra-variant tensor. What
makes operations on the S02 tensor harder to visualize is that the rank can not
decrease when we add matrices together. For instance, two lines that are added
do, in the S20 case, span a plane and rightfully increases the rank to 3, however in
the S02 case they add up to something of at least rank 2 since both the lines are
represented by two planes in S02. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.8
where the transparent planes make up the two lines and if S02 was similar to S20

they would form the gray plane.
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Figure 5.9: The constructed local basis and the two IPs in the duplet.

Rank for S22

Due to planes being the most common geometrical structure found in sparse 3D
data we concentrated on the plane case in our work. We have not examined what
happens to the rank of S22 if S22 is made up of a combination of S22 rank 1 tensors
for the line case and S22 rank 1 tensors for the plane case. The analysis function
described in Paper C assumes that S02,k is of rank 1, i.e. that it represents a plane.
In the case we have examined the rank should equal the number of different planes
that are present in the local neighborhood where S22 was estimated. See also
Paper C for more details.

Tensor duplet descriptors

To be able to use the scene tensor in the framework described in Chapter 4 we need
to construct a descriptor that is invariant to all 3D rotations and thus we need
a 3D reference frame that is strictly data dependent. The construction of such a
descriptor is detailed in Paper C. A local similarity frame is constructed from two
IPs, see Figure 5.9, and the internal coordinate system of the two scene tensors
are rotated to align to the reference frame. Once this is done, unique elements of
the scene tensors are stacked ontop of each other to form a descriptor vector. The
scene tensor is then applied to object pose estimation, for results see Paper C.

5.2.2 Volume rasterization for detection

An attempt at solving the sampling density problem of range data, see Section 3.4
and Figure 3.13, applied to interest point detection, is presented in Paper D. In-
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Harris
DoG

Figure 5.10: The 2D Harris and the 2D DoG detectors run on a sparse 2D image.

stead of doing the kind of density sampling found in ThrIFT [42] we propose a
volume rasterization. The interpretation of the density sampling in ThrIFT is
that the more range measurement points, the more significant the measurement
is. In Paper D we make use of conservative surface voxelization [34, 170], where
triangles are scan-converted within a volume between all neighboring points in the
range data 2D grid. In this approach of volume rasterization, the assumption is
in contrast to ThrIFT in that each measurement point is a sample of a locally flat
surface. Given the assumption that the surface is locally flat, we “draw planes”
between sample points to rasterize and scan convert the volume. This is a gen-
eralization of one of the most basic techniques of computer graphics. In our case
the value of a voxel signifies only to what degree that voxel is occupied, not how
many sample points are found in that voxel as in ThrIFT.

In Paper D we generalize the Harris detector [58] to 3D. This has been done
before on full volume MRI data, but we also show the value of using the third
invariant of the autocorrelation, or Harris, matrix in the detector. The choice
of the Harris detector instead of applying a scale-space Hessian detector as in
ThrIFT can be understood by looking at Figure 5.10. We see that whereas the
Harris detector finds points on the line, the DoG detector finds points between the
lines. Generalizing this to sparse 3D data, i.e. range data, a Harris-like detector
would detect points on the surface but a blob detector, such as the DoG detector
or a Hessian-based detector, would detect nothing at all since there is no“between”
surfaces in range data.

A way to implement this detector which reduces the memory requirement is to
let a small region defined by a “sliding window” be pre-processed, i.e. rasterized
and scan converted, and filtered at the same time. Such a “sliding window” would
solve the memory requirement problem.
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5.2.3 Maximally robust range regions

In Paper G we present novel work; an adaptation to range data of the popu-
lar Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) region detector[94]. We call
this new detector Maximally Robust Range Regions (MRRR). The adaptation
of MSER presented here is actually based on a previous extension of MSER to
color, MSCR [44]. Hence it is more correct to say that MRRR is an extension
of MSCR. We apply the new detector to two sets of real range data captured by
a commercially available laser range camera. Using this data we evaluate the re-
peatability of the new detector and compare it to some other recently published
detectors. The presented detector shows a repeatability which is better or the
same as the best of the other detectors we compare it to. The MRRR detector
also offers additional data on the detected regions. The additional data could be
crucial in applications such as registration or recognition. In Figure 5.11 an ex-
ample of detected regions for a scanned miniature house. Note that the ellipsoids
representing the region have been flattened into ellipses along their minor axes,
i.e. the normal direction.

Figure 5.11: The middle view from range scan set 1 with ellipses signifying the
projection of the detected MRRRs boundaries along their normal direction.
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5.3 Pose estimation

This section gives an overview of the work described in Paper B and parts of
Paper C.

5.3.1 Multi-cue integration

It is very important for a pose estimation algorithm to be robust when there are
different types of objects and lighting conditions. It is hard or even impossible
to meet this goal with only one feature type, since different feature types have
good performance in some situations and bad in others. However, it is not only
the feature type that might be the weak link, different pose estimation algorithms
can give different results even if using the same feature type. If several algorithms
are used there is a higher probability that at least one succeeds in estimating the
object state parameters under the current conditions. In this situation, we do how-
ever have to solve the problem of how to integrate the multiple cues from them.
The work presented in Paper B examines how to do this. The best performance
of a multi-cue integration system is reached if the local features used in the differ-
ent algorithms are complementary, e.g. based on different features such as lines,
corners, ellipses or model free patches. In Paper B a framework for multi-cue inte-
gration for increasing the robustness is presented, where cues from different pose
estimation algorithms are integrated using the clustering algorithm described in
Section 4.3.

Related work

There are a number of multi-cue integration methods found in the literature. Some
use several algorithms, not in parallel, but rather try to choose the best one given
the current conditions. Still other publications on multi-cue integration use a se-
quence of different low-level algorithms [112]. However the multi-cue integration
system described in this section, focus on fusing a number of features or results
from different algorithms to achieve multi-cue integration. A large part of previ-
ous multi-cue integration work is related to tracking [65, 133, 109, 167], to visual
servoing [79, 109] and to mobile robotic navigation [112]. Several visual servoing
systems use an eye-in-hand setup, where the camera is mounted on the manip-
ulator. Usually the camera is moved such that the object is seen from different
views. If the movement is recorded with high accuracy, Paper B shows one way
to perform multi-cue integration over time to improve the accuracy of the object
state estimate. Some works on multi-cue integration use low-level features such
as points, lines, color etc. [79, 112, 109] whereas others use local features [82]
of the kind found in this dissertation. There are a number of formulations of
multi-cue integration, some are probabilistic [110, 109] including those using a
particle-filter [65, 109, 167] and some use voting [13, 79]. In [13] several voting
schemes are examined; consensus voting [79], unanimity voting and m-out-of-n
voting etc. The work presented in Paper B details a type of concurrent, coalition
rule democratic voting, not to be confused with democratic integration [143].
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Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

Multi-cue result

Figure 5.12: Ordinary case for multi-cue integration between algorithms.

Correct result

Single algorithm result

Multi-cue result

Figure 5.13: Multi-cue integration that increase robustness.

Multi-cue integration for robustness

Several systems for multi-cue integration use different types of features as cues
to get a more robust system. The integration presented here use cues which are
results from a number of pose estimation algorithms instead of features. The al-
gorithmic multi-cue integration (AMC) is illustrated in Figure 5.12, where the
votes from each pose estimation algorithm are put into a voting space with corre-
sponding confidence value and the integration is implemented by using a clustering
algorithm. The center of the cluster with the highest confidence will be the result
from the multi-cue integration. The confidence value is based on the confidence
values of the votes in the cluster and how dense the cluster is. Observe that each
pose estimation algorithm should generate several object state estimates, where
the additional estimates could come from several objects or noise. An example
of multi-cue integration that increase robustness is seen in Figure 5.13, where the
single most significant algorithm result is out-weighted by a cluster of lower-weight
results. The vote-weight is indicated by the disc and box sizes.
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Figure 5.14: The setup for multi-cue integration between several views.

Multi-cue integration for accuracy

In a robotic system one usually does not have a number of images from the same
camera position, but during movement a number of images can be captured on
the way toward the target view. The problem is that the camera has different
positions for the different images and the pose estimates will therefore be different.
In Figure 5.14 two camera positions are shown; one where the object is close to
the border of the camera image and one where the camera is centered over the
object. In this case the location estimate of the object will differ for the two images.
However, it is not only the location that differs, the pose angle estimates are also
wrong as can be seen in Figure 5.15. Thus it is not possible to calculate a mean
between the two different pose estimates. Figure 5.16 gives an idea of how large
this effect can be in this kind of system. It is possible to transform pose estimates
from camera position one to camera position two. Cue integration between the
two images is done in a similar way as in Section 5.3.1, this is detailed in Paper B.
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θcorr

φcorr

Figure 5.15: Errors in pose estimates due to relative camera-object position.

Figure 5.16: Differences in seen pose due to relative camera-object position.
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5.3.2 Pose vote adjustment for range data

As an additional part of step 5 in Section 4.2.2 it is possible, when using range
data, to adjust the pose angles from the discrete values of the sampling position
on the view sphere to continuous values. The sampling on the view-sphere is done
with fixed intervals in the two pose angles, all descriptors in the database are from
these specific view-sphere positions. Consequently, all votes will then be discrete in
the pose angle dimensions. Adjustment is described in Paper C and is exemplified
by Figure 5.17. To the left in Figure 5.17, 2521 votes for one query input is shown.
Ideally, descriptor vectors would match only to descriptor vectors trained from
pose angles which are close to the query image, i.e. inside the rectangular marking
in Figure 5.17. To the right in Figure 5.17 adjusted pose votes are shown. A small
noise component was added to all votes for visualization.
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Figure 5.17: The inner box marks the region around the closest pose votes. The
cross marks the ground-truth. Left: Pose votes before adjustment. All votes have
a small noise component added for visualization. Right: Adjusted pose votes.

Apart from producing more accurate pose estimates, the pose vote adjustment
implies that mean-shift kernel widths can be kept narrower and that the view-
sphere sampling can use a random and less dense sampling pattern. The last
point is quite important for a real-world application, and for two reasons. First it
makes it possible to shorten the time it would take to scan or teach a new object.
Second, if an object does not have detectable features from one or more viewing
directions, the prototypes in the database would end up being too far apart on
the view-sphere. This situation will happen far less frequently when pose vote
adjustment is applied.



Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

The technique to find and localize objects presented in this dissertation is based
on the extraction of specific points and descriptions of their local regions. This
is not the only way to solve the problem, e.g. in 3D the standard method ICP
can be used to register two range data point clouds. This is similar to the very
traditional method of correlation in 2D in that such an approach would be object
global. To find a full 3D orientation through correlation based methods would be
very computationally intensive due to occlusion and out of plane rotations making
objects change their projected shape and appearance. Furthermore registration
methods such as ICP are sensitive to initial conditions. Feature based methods
represent one way to avoid such problems and could provide a set of starting
condition for the mentioned global methods. From the experiences of the works
in this dissertation it is shown that feature based methods alone can produce pose
estimates of high accuracy.

Through an extensive set of experiments replicating various potential problems
to which a vision system could be subjected, we have shown that the local features
developed are competitive with the state-of-the-art and in some cases improves
on it. Despite its simplicity the log-polar sampled patches are shown to produce
surprisingly good results in this application. From the set of experiments it is
also obvious that scale-space adaptations of local features are very useful. Fur-
thermore, it is shown that the class of recently popular affine adapted features are
outperformed by similarity frame based features. This is probably due to image
changes from small variations in viewing direction being discarded by the affine
rectification process.

It is further shown, through some additions to the utilized pose estimation
framework, that it is possible to achieve higher robustness as well as accuracy
through the use of multi-cue integration. Multi-cue integration is performed on
pose estimates, but could also be done using the individual pose votes directly.

As part of our work, we have developed a high order tensor descriptor which
gives one way of handling the boot-strapping problem in embodied vision systems.
The new tensor representation also produces pose estimate results that outper-
forms the results of the 2D based methods. As a proposal for future work, it
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would be interesting to estimate the scene tensor in a scale-space setting. This
should probably be done using a separate detector and then extracting the scene
tensors only at the detected points.

Two new detectors for range data have been developed, one point detector
and one region detector. Both these detectors are competitive with the state-of-
the-art. The point detector is shown to have a high repeatability but requires, in
its current implementation, a large amount of memory. A way to implement this
detector which reduces the memory requirement is to let a small region defined
by a “sliding window” be pre-processed, i.e. rasterized and scan converted, and
filtered at the same time. Uses of the region detector could include detection and
control of the local region size to extract a scene tensor descriptor, thus offering
an alternative solution to scale-space processing.

Pose estimation based on 2D images lacks true distance estimates and produces
only scale estimates which are somewhat uncertain. Solving this problem with
additional sensors may work but will not necessarily be robust. Given the current
developments in range sensing it seems that range based pose estimation is the
way forward for industrial vision systems. There is however no clear de-facto
standard feature combining a good, accurate, robust and repeatable detector with
a discriminating and robust descriptor in a computationally efficient way for range
data. Finding such a feature remains to be done although there are many obvious
variations to experiment with. An additional challenge in detection for range
data is that a detector, to an even larger extent than in 2D, needs to detect
properties of quite varying types. This again indicates that multi-cue integration
based approaches are needed for range date also. Returning to the problem of
industrial automation mentioned in our introduction, we believe that the multi-
cue integration system presented in this dissertation could be one of the essential
techniques to obtain a robust range sensor based robotic cell.
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